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ABSTRA T 
PAULA V. REID 
THE EFFECTIVE ES OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION AS A 
TRATEGY FOR HNIAIDS EDUCATION & TRAINING FOR 
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS 
DECEMBER, 2005 
HI I AID remains as one of the leading public health concerns worldwide for 
o er two decades. With the rising numbers of individuals diagnosed with this disease, 
healthcare professionals are being impacted in their daily practice. Thus, an educational 
self-study CD-ROM on "HIVIAIDS Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health 
Promotion" was developed by the Mountain Plains AIDS & Education Training Center. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of this educational CD-ROM program, 221 health 
care professionals were recruited from 106 different zip codes to participate in an 
evaluation research study. A quasi-experimental pretest posttest design was utilized to 
measure changes in healthcare professionals' knowledge and perceived self-efficacy to 
care for people living with HIV after reviewing an educational CD-ROM. The secondary 
purpose was to evaluate the effectiveness of computer - assisted instruction (CAl) as a 
HIV I AIDS strategy to educate healthcare professionals seeking continuing education. 
The social cognitive theory concept of perceived self-efficacy provides a theoretical 
framework for connecting knowledge with healthcare professionals' confidence in and 
VI 
p r pti n of capabilitie to care for people living with HIV and identifying individuals 
at risk for HI . 
There ult fthe program e aluation showed this educational CD-ROM program 
to be an effecti e strategy to increase HIV/AIDS knowledge. This study also 
demonstrates increased perceived self-efficacy to care for people living with HIV/AIDS 
in a group ofhealthcare professionals. The findings of this study are favorable for the 
usage of CAl as an effective strategy to educate and train healthcare professionals on the 
topic ofHIV/AIDS. 
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HAPTER I 
rNTRODU TION 
mere 25 y ars ago, the concepts of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and 
Acquir d lmmun Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) were not even a part ofhealthca:re 
profcs ionals' vocabu laries. Yet as ofthe 1990s, these terms have become common 
household words and these diseases are leading public health concerns worldwide. The 
Joint United Nations Programme on HIVIAIDS (UNAIDS) estimates that over 40 million 
people v orldwide are living with HIVIAIDS (UNAIDS, 2004). Ofthose 40 million 
indi iduals, approximately 37 million are adults, and 18 million ofthose adults are 
women. These statistics are even more concerning because the numbers of individuals 
affected by HIV I AIDS continue to increase. For instance, in 2004, it is estimated that 4.9 
million individuals worldwide were newly infected with HIVIAIDS (UNAIDS, 2004). 
In addition, the younger population ranging from ages 15 to 24 years old is 
significantly affected by this health problem. It is reported that 32%, or 12.1 million, of 
the HIV I AIDS population are youth (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2004a). The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) cites that men who are having sex with men in the 
minority population also have a h:igh risk for HIV infection (CDC, 2005a). 
According to the CDC, the total number of AIDS cases in the United States has 
risen from 816,000 in 2001 to 1,039,000 in 2003 (CDC, 2002a & 2005b). It is estimated 
that ppr imat I 4 , 0 p ople in this country are infected yearly with HIV. The 
num r f new as po e numerous problems for healthcare professionals, because 
pp imatel 25% of p ople infi ted ith HJV are unaware of their status. Furthermore, 
th r ar m ny 42% to 59% of individuals living with HIV/AIDS who are not 
rec iving HI r lated healthcare services (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2004b). 
fthe 3 million deaths caused by AIDS in 2001, 1 million were women, which 
illustrates the astronomical growth in the female population of those living and dying 
with HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS, 2002). The number of women infected with HIV/AIDS has 
consistently increased over the past 20 years, with an overwhelming jump from 8% in 
1985 to 27% in 2003. In 200 I , the number of females with a diagnosis of HIV/ AIDS was 
141,048, while the number of males diagnosed with HIV/AIDS was 666,026. Fourteen 
percent of people living with AIDS in 1992 were women, whereas in 2003 that 
percentage grew to 22% (CDC, 2002b & 2004). 
Women of color (African American and Hispanic/Latina) are disproportionately 
represented in the number ofHIV/AIDS cases reported among women. African American 
women represent 13% ofthe female population in the United States, but they account for 
approximately 67% of the women living with AIDS. Unfortunately, the statistics are 
similar in the Latino population, with this group of women representing 13% of the 
female population and 16% of the estimated AIDS population, and (Kaiser Family 
Foundation, 2004c). 
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h death rat a so i ted with HIV/AID continued to steadi ly rise in the early 
19 then tart d to dramatica ll decrease in the mid- to late 1990s. This decrease is 
attnbuted to the initiation of new pharmacological treatment regimens. However, the 
numb r fp ople diagnos d' ith HIV/AIDS has increased by 4% from 1999 to 2003 
( D , 2005 b). 
!earl y such staggering statistics are a public health concern. Healthcare 
professionals are in a position to play a major role in the prevention, early intervention, 
diagnosis and treatment ofHIV/AIDS. Studies demonstrate the positive outcomes 
associated with healthcare professionals that are HIV experienced. These benefits and 
outcomes have been marked by the increased survival, decreased mortality, and better 
access to healthcare for people living with HIV (Kitahata, Koepsell, Deyo, Maxwell, & 
Dodge, 1996; Markson, Houchens, Fanning, & Turner, 1998). With the rapid increase in 
the number of individuals diagnosed with HIV/AIDS, and the ever changing guidelines 
for medication and treatment, it is imperative for healthcare professionals to keep pace 
with this information. 
Rationale 
In order for healthcare professionals to be confident and competent to assess 
individuals at risk for HIV/AIDS, education and training is necessary. Some of the 
current strategies for continuing education include lectures, conferences, and peer-
provided in-service education presentations. However, the utilization and incorporation 
of computer assisted instruction (CAI) for continuing medical education (CME) has 
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b om m re opular over th past few years. According to Wutoh Boren and Balas 
icians' us g of the Internet for CME increased from about 3% to more than 
0°·o fr m 20 I to 2 4. Ho\ e er the research about trends, utilization, and 
of 1 for HI I AID education and training is limited (Wutoh et al. 
200~). 
o me t the needs of health care professionals that care for patients diagnosed 
\: ith HIV/AID AIDS Education & Training Centers (AETCs) have been created. The 
enters are a group of education and training programs funded by the United States 
Department of Health and Human Services', Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA). The purpose of the national AETC is to improve the care of 
people living with HIV/AIDS by supporting state of the art clinical consultation, 
education, and training for clinicians serving this population. There are more than 70 
AETC sites in conjunction with 11 regional centers that serve 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and the six U.S. Pacific Jurisdictions (U.S. 
Department of Health & Human Services, 2004). 
The aim of the AETCs is to provide resources and to train health care providers 
that serve the unique problems and special needs presented by people living with HN. 
The goal of the program is to increase and strengthen the knowledge/awareness of 
healthcare professionals who care for people living with HIV. Specific aspects of this 
education and training include counseling, diagnosing, treating, and providing HN care 
to infected individuals. Most recently, the concept of primary prevention ofHIV/AIDS 
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h b n mbr d and dded to the scope of the AETCs (U.S. Department of Health & 
Human n ·• 4 ). 
rh on training healthcare providers; specifically, physicians, 
ph ician as i rants r gi tcred nurses, nurse practitioners, dentists, and pharmacists to 
care forth HI /AID population. Fw1hennore, they target those healthcare providers 
that rvc incarcerated persons, minorities, homeless, rural communities, Ryan White 
CARE Act-funded sites and other populations that are disproportionately affected by 
HTV. These education and training programs provide clinicians with a unique sense of 
competence regarding HlV, and enthusiasm to treat people living with this chronic illness 
(U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2004). 
The reason for educating and training healthcare professionals is clear and simple. 
With the rising numbers of individuals diagnosed with this HIV/AIDS, more healthcare 
professionals are going to be impacted with this population of patients in their daily 
practice. Therefore, the healthcare professional who has been educated and trained in this 
specialty is the prepared professional. 
Statement of the Purpose 
The primary purpose of this research study was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the "HN I AIDS Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health Promotion" educational 
CD- ROM product, a self-study module designed and developed by the Mountain Plains 
AETC (MP AETC). The Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education {ACCME) 
and the University of Colorado (UC) School ofMedicine collaborated on this continuing 
5 
alu U n p ~\.: t. h e ndary purpose was to e aluate effectiveness of Computer 
Al as a HI I ID train ing strategy to educate health care 
1 n Is c king c ntinuing ducation. 
Research Questions 
. h folio" ing rc earch questions were addressed in this study: 
I. Is omputer sisted Instruction (CAl) an effective strategy among healthcare 
profe sionals to gain knowledge on the topic ofHIV/AIDS? 
2. Is gain of knowledge different for participants ofvarious healthcare professional job 
functions employment settings, work locations, gender, ethnicity, and HIV+ patient 
volume? 
3. Will healthcare professionals have a statistically significant difference in perceived 
self-efficacy to care for people living with HIV after completing the "HIV/AIDS 
Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health Promotion" CAl program? 
4. Will the participants' perceived self-efficacy to utilize a CAl CD-ROM approach for 
continuing education change after the completion of the "HIV I AIDS Prevention, 
Early Intervention, and Health Promotion" CAl program? 
5. What is the level of satisfaction among the participants using this CAl strategy as a 
method to obtain continuing education? 
Delimitations 
For this study, the following delimitations were identified : 
6 
I. Th1 du at1 n I trat g) ' as limi ted to healthcare profess ionals who have access to a 
mput r nd have at least minimal computer navigational skills. 
Th tud} "as limit d to participants with access to a computer with adequate 
ofi,. ar for the D-ROM to run. 
3. h mpl of participants ' as limited to healthcare professionals who read and 
comprehend the' ritten English language, because the CD-ROM is an English-
er ion only. 
4. The participants were registered nurses, advanced practice nurses, physicians, and 
physician assistants. 
Limitations 
For this study, the following limitations were identified: 
I. The participants were selected from a convenience sample ofhealthcare professionals 
located in the United States. 
2. Participation was limited to registered nurses, advanced practice nurses, physicians, 
and physician assistants; therefore, results may not be generalizable to the other 
healthcare professionals served by the AETC. 
3. This study relied upon the honesty of participants in responding to the survey 
questions. In an effort to overcome this limitation, participants were assured 
anonymity and the researcher was blind to any identifying information. 
Assumptions 
The researcher made the following assumptions: 
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I. fh pant 1p nt w re tuall lie nsed healthcare professionals in the categori es 
de 
Th li d healthcare professionals actually reviewed and completed the CD-ROM. 
3. h li n ed h lthcar professionals who actually completed the CD-ROM were the 
am rsons submitting the survey. 
Definition of the Terms 
For the purpose of this study, the following definitions of terms apply: 
Accreditation - "A decision by the ACCME, or a recognized state medical society, that 
an organization has met req uirements for aCME provider as outlined by the 
A ME. The standard term accreditation is four years" (ACCME, 2000, p. 1 ). 
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME)- "The ACCME has 
two major functions: the accreditation of providers whose CME activities attract a 
national audience and the recognition of state or territorial medical societies to 
accredit providers whose audiences for its CME activities are primarily from that 
state/territory and contiguous states/territories" (ACCME, 2000, p. 1 ). 
Aesthetics - The participant's sense or perception and appreciation for the appearance, 
graphics, images, and colors ofthe CD-ROM. 
AIDS- Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. Acquired - "The disease is not hereditary 
but develops after birth from contact with a disease causing agent (in this case, 
HIV)." Immunodeficiency- "The disease is characterized by a weakening of the 
immune system." Syndrome - "A group of symptoms that collectively indicate or 
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hara terit di ase. In th case of AID this can include the de elopment of 
ccn in in Lions an or cancers as well as a decrease in the number of certain 
II [ 04 le s than 200] in a person 's immune system." (CDC, 2003a) 
'omper ncy- "The applicati on of knowledge and the interpersonal, decision-making and 
ps chomotor skills e pected for the practice role, within the context of public 
health" ( ational ouncil of State Boards of Nursing, 2005, p. 1). 
Complil r A sisted Instruction (CAl)- The process of using the computer, internet, 
compact disk read-only media CD-ROM, electronic learning or any other distance 
learning technology to enhance knowledge and professional growth (Curran, 
Hoekman, Gulliver, Landells & Hatcher, 2000, p. 1 06). This term is also referred 
to as computer mediated instruction, computer based instruction, and computer 
assisted learning. 
Contact Hour- "A unit of measurement that describes 50 minutes on an organized 
learning activity, which is either didactic or clinical experience" (DeSilets, 1998, 
p. 208). 
Continuing Education (CE) - The procedure of increasing knowledge that healthcare 
professionals go through to stay up to date with the latest developments in their 
practice, to provide better patient care (Man1ary & Charles, 2000). 
Continuing Education Unit (CEU) - "A specific standard (10 contact hours) of 
educational achievement used by many universities and professional 
organizations under the criteria of the International Association for Continuing 
9 
du ati nand Training (1 ET to attest to clock hour completion of continuing 
due ti n tivi ti s" D ilets 199 p. 208). 
Contmuing t eli a/ Edu at ion ( 'ME) - 'Continuing medical education of educational 
ti ities' hich scrv to maintain, develop, or increase the knowledge, skill s, and 
profi ssional performance and relationships that a physician uses to provide 
rvic s fo r pati ents the public or the profession" (ACCME, 2000, p. 3). 
Continuing ursing Education (CNE)- "Those professional experiences designed to 
enri ch nurses ' contribution to health care" DeSilets, 1998, p. 208) 
uflural appropriateness- The process of acknowledging and respecting different 
cultw-al traditions and beliefs in the presentation of the educational program CD-
R OM (Huff & Kline, 1999). 
Format - The arrangement and layout design of the CD-ROM. 
HIV- Human immunodeficiency virus is the virus that causes AIDS. "This virus may be 
passed from one person to another when infected blood, semen, or vaginal 
secretions come in contact with an uninfected person's broken skin or mucous 
membranes." (CDC, 2003b) 
Hybrid Delivery System - "A system that merges Web documents, multimedia, 
computer-mediated communication, and CD-ROMs to enable self-paced 
instruction and collaborative learning" (Cw-ran, Hoekrnan, Gulliver, Landells, & 
Hatcher, 2000, p. 1 06). 
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P r il d If-Efficacy- .. p ople s b liefs about their capabilities to produce designated 
I vel f perfonnan e that rcise influence over events that affect their lives. 
elf-e ffi cacy beli f: determine how people feel think, motivate themselves and 
b have'' (Bandura, 1994, p. I). 
ri l i ry Th participants ' I ve l of satisfaction for the CD-ROM product performance in 
r gard to effecti eness usefulness, function, operation, and helpfulness. 
Importance of the Study 
Computer Assisted Instruction has become a highly utilized strategy for the 
education of health care professionals in our technology-driven society. CAl also 
accommodates the need for flexibility in the busy lives of medical professionals. 
Unfortunately, the rates of people with HN/AIDS are rising at an alarming speed. Thus, 
healthcare professionals are obliged to become knowledgeable regarding people at risk, 
screening and testing policies, treatment modalities and, perhaps most importantly, 
prevention strategies. This research study evaluated the effectiveness of an educational 
CD-ROM as a strategy to meet healthcare professionals' education and training needs in 
the field ofHN/AIDS. 
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HAPTERIT 
RE IEW OF LITERATURE 
The epidemiological rates of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and AIDS in 
the nited tate are astonishing and are steadily rising. The states that had the highest 
number of reported cases of AIDS in 2003 were: New York (6,684), California (5 ,903), 
Florida {4,666) Texas (3,379), and Georgia (1,907) (CDC, 2005c). The growing 
prevalence of this illness, along with rapidly changing treatment guidelines and 
recommendations creates a need for skilled healthcare providers willing to care for 
people li ving with this deadly disease (Huba et al. 2000a; U.S. Department of Health & 
Human Services, 2004). 
There is a debate in the field of HIV care regarding who is, in fact, considered an 
HIV healthcare provider. Some believe that HIV infected individuals should be cared for 
by infectious disease specialists, while others think generalist and primary care providers 
with HIV knowledge and training are the healthcare professionals most appropriate for 
the care (Landon et al., 2002). Some experts take the controversial position that "there is 
no defined population ofHIV providers" (Liljestrand, 2004, p. 39). This debate has 
created an issue regarding healthcare professionals' education, clinical skill, knowledge, 
and specialty training in the care of people living with HIV. For the purposes of this 
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hh.:ratur r \ 1 ' • HIV healthcare pro iders include nurses, advanced practice nurses and 
nu pra lltioners, ph si ian , and physician assistants. 
HJ dis se is manifested with opportunistic infections, disorders affecting many 
organ psy hosocial issu s, and side effects to the medications. Thus, the 
h alth are pro ider in ol ed with the care of people living with HIV/AIDS has a wide 
pan of continuing education needs to be fulfilled (Huba et al., 2000a). This provides an 
opportunity fo r h alth ducators to identify effective strategies to educate and train 
healthcare professionals in the specialty ofHN/AIDS. One strategy to be investigated is 
computer-assisted instruction (CAl), a form of distance education that healthcare 
professionals utilize to obtain continuing education. 
This chapter will review the literature regarding (a) continuing education and 
healthcare professionals, (b) continuing education programs for healthcare professionals 
specifically related to HIV/AIDS, (c) CAl educational programs for healthcare 
professionals, (d) CAl educational programs for healthcare professionals in the specialty 
ofHIV/AIDS , and (e) self-efficacy, CAl, and the health educator's role in continuing 
education. 
Continuing Education Programs and Healthcare Professionals 
Gallagher ( 1996) states, "It is important to keep in mind that completion of a 
health profession's basic education program is the beginning, not the end, of the leaming 
that will guide effective practice" (p. 8). Healtbcare professionals employ a variety of 
methods, both traditional and non-traditional, in order to stay updated with the latest 
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kno'' I dge m th 1r mdi idual ar a of specialty. Traditional education strategies consist 
of onfcr nee • print-based s If-study modules worksite in-services and teleconferences. 
on-traditional continuing educational programs include but are not limited to, computer 
assiste di tan e edu ation, D-ROM!Hybrid based education programs, and Web casts 
( h rles Mamary 2002 · uggs et a!. , 1998). Furthermore, continuing education 
r quirements are complex with individual issues within each healthcare profession and 
sp cialty. Jt is important to review the history of professional continuing education and 
competency standards in order to understand the current status of continuing education 
and continuing medical education. 
Continuing Education for Nurses 
A debate about competency, accreditation, and continuing education requirements 
for licensure renewal spans decades. However, the literature consistently documents that 
the individual nurse holds at least part of the accountability for maintaining competency 
(Carpenito, 1991a; Carpenito, 1991b; Eustace, 2001; Exstrom, 2001). The nursing 
profession, nursing educators, employers, and the nursing boards also bear some 
responsibility. Other issues related to nurses obtaining continuing education are finances, 
time offwork, specialty area, and travel (Eustace, L., 2001, Exstrom, S., 2001). 
Columbia University was the first institution to provide a formal continuing 
education program, beginning in 1899. The American Nurses Association advocated for 
mandatory continuing education for relicensure in 1973, but reversed that decision in 
1985, noting that "individual nurses are responsible for determining and evaluation their 
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I amin n d • and or n uring those continuing education needs are met" (p. 29). In 
con L, the ational L ague of ursing's position is that 'mandatory continuing 
educat1 n i s ntial to protect the public and ensure that nurses are competent" 
( arpenito, I 91 a, p. 29) . Da ee & McHugh (1995) report the first States to pass 
I gi lati n requiring continu ing education for relicensure were California and Kansas, in 
197 (as cited in Eustace 200 1). 
Ad anc d practice nurses (APNs) must first be licensed as a registered nurse 
(RN by the board of nursing in the state in which they practice. Beyond that, 
requirements vary in each state. Furthermore, states vary in their rules regarding requiring 
or not requiring continuing education units for annual license renewal. In addition to 
maintaining state licensure as a registered nurse, APNs must obtain and maintain 
certification from either a professional organization or a national certification 
organization. These requirements for formal documented continuing education also vary 
by organization. 
Continuing Education for Physicians 
Physicians maintain licensure to practice medicine through the local state medical 
boards in the state in which they physically practice. Currently, there are only six states 
that do not require CME hours for licensure renewal (Colorado, Montana, New York, 
Oregon, Vermont, and Wyoming). Some states call for some CME content to focus on 
topics such as medical ethics, risk management, or HIV I AIDS. The state medical boards 
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ran • m th 1r r utrcmcnts fr m a minimum of 12 hours CME in AJabama to as many as 
·o hou p r , · r in many tat American Medical Association, 2005). 
In tiona! study of379 physicians in the United States, Landon et al. 
(2 - f4 uno that p ialists, as measured by HIV experience, and generalists 
demon trat imilar tr nds in the care ofHIV positive patients. Infectious Disease 
sp iali t xhibitcd produced slightly higher knowledge scores. They also repmt that HIV 
knowledge is linked to the number ofHIV infected patients cared for rather than to the 
practitioner's area of expertise. Thus, postulating that general physicians with increased 
HIV knowledge through experience (higher HIV caseload), familiarity with the latest 
HIV literature, and conference attendance are capable ofbeing HIV experts. 
Continuing Education for Physician Assistants 
Physician assistants (PAs) obtain certification from the National Commission on 
Certification of Physician Assistants (NCCP A). The applicant for the Physician Assistant 
National Certifying Examination (P ANCE) must be a graduate from an accredited PA 
program. After certification, the P A is required to complete 100 continuing education 
hours and reregister with the NCCP A every two years. In addition, it is mandatory for 
PAs to repeat the Physician Assistant National Recertifying Examination (P ANRE) or 
Pathway II for recertification every six years (American Academy of Physician 
Assistants (2005). 
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Effi oj 'ontmuing Edu ation 
I. 19 ) c m par d a 5-hour traditional workshop conference method of 
c ntinumg • ucation \ ith a If-i n truction multimedia package using videotapes that 
to k ppr . im tel to 1 0 hours to complete. The sample consisted of registered nurses 
in oth stud groups. The r searchers found statistical ly significant increases in mean 
ore f b th group after completion of the continuing education program. The cost 
fTecti enc s of the two educational methods was also evaluated. While the 5-hour 
tradi tional orkshop 's init ial cost to a participant or institution may have been higher 
than the self-instruction method, this non-traditional method was less expensive after 
factoring in the program development, delivery, maintenance, and final cost. 
Registered nurses in South Dakota were surveyed to examine their perceptions of 
their nursing competence, the degree to which their continuing nursing education needs 
were achieved, and their views on the relationship between continuing education and 
competence. Hegge, Powers, Hendrickx, and Vinson, (2002) found that 92% of the 559 
nurses that responded to this study perceived themselves as competent in their nursing 
practice. Thirteen percent reported, "nursing competence definitely depends on 
CNE . . . and 54% are somewhat convinced" there is a link between continuing education 
and nursing competence (p. 27). Forty-four percent reported that their continuing nursing 
education needs were being achieved, with the highest percentage coming from the 
nurses that held a national certification. 
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'tc'" f 9 randomiz d controlled trials e aluating the effectiveness of 
ntinuing du au n inten nti ns found that I 0 l of 160 interventions illustrated a 
p tti\ c hangc inn I s than one outcome measure. There were 148 interventions that 
c n cntratcd on ph si ian performance; 70% of those achieved this goal. In addition, 
th r ' cr 46 programs that focused on healthcare outcomes, and 48% of those met this 
target. tTectiv educational strategies were those that included reminders, patient-
medial d interventions, outreach visits, opinion leaders, and multifaceted activities. Less 
effecti e educational strategies inc luded audit with feedback, and provision of 
educational materials without the above enhancements. Formal continuing education 
programs such as conferences were of minimal impact. However, conferences with the 
supplementation of enabling or practice-reinforcing strategies were beneficial (Davis, 
Thomson, Oxman, & Haynes, 1995). 
Davis et al. (1999) conducted a review to expand the inquiry to effectiveness of 
formal continuing education and the conditions under which formal continuing education 
is effective in altering physician performance or health care outcomes. Through review of 
14 research studies with 1 7 interventions, the researchers found that nine produced an 
alteration in physician performance. Davis et al. (1999) also fOtmd that effective 
education interventions include interactive techniques, discussion, role-play, sequenced 
sessions, or hands-on strategies. These results are congruent with the main constructs of 
adult learning theories, which describe thriving adult education programs to be learner-
centered, interactive, "relevant to the Ieamer's needs, and engaging, and reinforcing" 
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p. 71 . he , ar ngruent' "th the strategies and methods health educators 
mpl yin de tgning and implementing education programs. 
radtti nal ontinuing ducation strategies such as conferences, lectures, and 
c i n h \ 'e shown only minimal impact on physician practice. Analysis of 
cdu ati n intervention in a review of studies has failed to consistently demonstrate a 
modifi ation in ph sician performance or improvement in healthcare outcomes (Davis et 
al. I 95· a is, 19 ; Da is et al., 1999). The lack of consistency in behavior change 
may be related to the physicians' stage of readiness to change, which in tum influences 
the lack of chang in healthcare outcomes (Davis, 1998; Davis et al., 1999). These 
educational programs may facilitate an increase in competencies such as knowledge, 
skill, or attitude, but the impact on performance change or patient care is limited (Davis 
et al., 1999). 
HN I AIDS Education and Training Programs for Healthcare Professionals 
Gallagher (1996) cites the three domains ofleaming as essential for successful 
HIV education and training programs. The first domain is cognitive, which involves 
existing knowledge and new learning. The second, the affective domain, refers to 
attitudes and the ways in which the learner is influenced by previous experiences. This 
relates to any past professional or personal experiences with HIV positive individuals; 
such attitudes play an important part in the manner in which the past influences the 
present and the future . For example, attitudes affect the learners' receptiveness to 
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uirin' n " kn \ h.:dg about ring for people Ii ing ~ itb HN/AIDS. The third 
d m in i · b hawor d. whi h r I tes to ki lls and the ability to build upon past 
r p ling newly le rn d tasks (p. 7-9). 
arious typ s of educational programs utilized for continuing 
educ ti nal purposes to educate and train healthcare professionals. Experiential methods 
comm nly u d are internships mentorship ' s, mini-fellowships, and clinical 
pr c ptorships (Ga llagh r, 1996; Grinde] & Patsdaughter, 2000). During these 
exp riences. healthcare professionals work directly with experienced HN clinicians who 
pro ide educatjon to improve sblls in the care of people living with HIV. In a qualitative 
study, the role of the nurse mentor was examined, from the nurse's perspective as well as 
from that of students and HIV staff, in order to understand mentoring as a method to 
increase the population of nurses available to care for people living with HIV. The results 
from the participants were positive and summarized in the themes of characteristics, 
behaviors and responsibilities of the nurse mentor (Grindel & Patsdaughter, 2000). 
However, the healthcare professionals' perceived self-efficacy to care for people living 
with HIV as a result of tllis mentorsllip experience was not explored. 
Willingness to Care 
Barriers to providing successful HIV educational programs for healthcare 
professionals are multifactoral. They include issues related to the teacher, learner, societal 
and cultural beliefs, healthcare institutions, stigma, fear, behaviors, attitudes, lack of 
knowledge and willingness to care for people living with HIV (Gallagher, 1996; Huba, 
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tr, "n, rson, Panter 2000b ). Many HIV continuing education programs 
d nth crt1on that in reasing knowledge will also increase confidence, 
ati fa ll n with kills and\\ illingness to treat people living with HIV/AIDS. (All & 
ulh n, I 7; imick, Le inson, Manteuffel, & Donnellan, 1996; Gallagher, 1996; 
Irving, rgu on, o 'Farnsworth 1997; Wyness & Goldstone, 1998). 
h lit rature regarding healthcare professionals' willingness to care for people 
li ing v ith HI and the association with predicting factors for these behaviors is 
inconclusive (Berkowitz & Nuttall, 1996; Colombotos et al. , 1995; Dols & Bradley-
Magnuson, 1996· Gerbert, Maguire, Bleecker, Coates, & McPhee, 1991 ; Highriter, 
Tessaro Randall-David, & Quade, 1995; Radecki, Shapiro, Thrupp, Gandhi, Sangha, & 
Miller; Yoder, Preston, & Forti, 1997). Yedida, Barr, and Berry (1993) evaluated 
physicians' fear, attitudes, and willingness to care for people living with HIV during 
different stages of professional training. Medical residents, especially those within 
surgical specialties, were more negative and fearful than were medical students and 
faculty members regarding willingness to care for people living with HIV. Others 
(Berkowithz & Nuttall, 1996) investigated the pediatric nurse population to examine 
attitudes, and demonstrated that 57% of nurses surveyed reported improved attitudes after 
having had experience with patients that were HIV infected. 
The use of consultation practices as a strategy to provide HIV -related continuing 
education for healthcare professionals is widely documented in the literature. Li lj estrand 
(2004) surveyed 494 healthcare professionals that called a Warm line, a telephone service 
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n ultati n n pr viding Hr care. The purpose was to examine the 
f h ·alth r pr fc sionals' haracteristics on attendance at continuing 
r gram , ·ati f; tion "' ith skill consultation needs and willingness to care for 
p pl Iivmg \\lth HIV. he tudy demonstrated that HIV experience and profession 
n i ·tent pr di tor of ontinuing education attendance, satisfaction with skills, 
con ultati n n cd , and willingness to provide HIV care. However, "variables such as 
pra tic tting, state of residence, gender, race, years in practice, current patient load, 
and years of Hl experience were found to be of little or no value as predictors" 
(Liljestrand, 2004, p. 45-46). 
The relationship of healthcare professional age to apprehension toward providing 
care to people living with HIV is not clear (Preston, Forti, & Kassab, 2000). Some studies 
have found that healthcare professionals in advanced age groups demonstrate greater 
willingness to care for persons infected with HIV (Lester & Beard, 1988; Royse & Birge, 
1987). Others, however, detected a reverse connection with age, finding that older nurses, 
those with higher family income, those who were educated in diploma schools, and those 
who reported religiosity had less positive attitudes about people living with AIDS and 
about the disease itself (Koch, Preston, Young, & Wang, 1991 ). Scherer, Haughy, and 
Wu (1989) identified older nurses as having more negative attitudes regarding 
homosexuality in comparison to younger nurses. Still others have found no association of 
age to willingness to care for people living with HIV (Goldenberg & Laschinger, 1991 ). 
This remains an area that warrants further investigation. 
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0111111~ Barner. to omtmting H I V Education 
Ru I. urban. and uburban healthcare professionals encounter barriers to 
e tng tr duional ontinui ng education programs. The impact of budgetary cuts for 
work-r I l d tra el in thi e onomic climate presents yet another barrier (Suggs et al. , 
fe ionals that pro ide care to rural areas are faced with the additional 
ch II ng f di tanc to th national professional conferences, higher travel expenses, and 
ilabi lity of qualified clinical coverage (Suggs et al. , 1998). Tbis leads many 
healthcare professionals to access outside financial support from pharmaceutical 
compan ies and personal resources in order to attend traditional continuing education 
acti it i s. 
The existences of these barriers do not change the reality that healthcare 
professionals need HIV continuing education programs. In telephone interviews to assess 
involvement in HIV care and continuing education needs of a stratified random sample 
study of rural nurse practitioners in California, Lewis and Miramontes (1999) found that 
65% of the participants had seen an HIV positive person within the past year. When 
questioned about interest in attending an educational program in Los Angeles or San 
Francisco, nearly half of the respondents reported not being interested. However, all65% 
that had seen an HIV infected individual within the past year reported interest in 
attending a program in the local area (Lewis & Miramontes, 1999). 
Reducing fear and anxiety about caring for people with HN is an important 
aspect of increasing the cadre of health professionals available to provide such care. 
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um 'm n. I nt u cl an Donn II an ( 1996 in estigated a sample of 279 nurse 
r in th te f orgia. This study identified a positive relationship between 
HlV ntinuing cdu ti n and lo\ ered fear and anxiety, and improved attitudes and 
b ha\ i r: t "ard p pie infected \J ith HIV. Contact with infected individuals was 
another ignificant factor related to improved behaviors. However, over the past decade 
an a half r port n attitudes are conflicting and inconclusive (Gerbert, Maguire, 
Blc k r, cates, & McPhee 1991; Martin & Bedimo, 2000; Messmer, Jones, Moore, 
Taggart, Parchment 1998; Prasad, 2001; Shapiro, Hayward, Gumermot, & Jayle, 
1992). 
Knowledge and Experience 
The knowledge domain of learning, designated to increase an individual's 
theoretical foundat ion, is an essential aspect of any HIV education program. Colombotos, 
et al. (1995) published the results from a national probability sample survey conducted in 
1990-1991 with 958 physicians and 1,520 nurses from 25 states. With regard to 
knowledge, 68% of the respondents correctly answered 1 out of7 questions about HIV 
transmission. When questioned about HIV and Hepatitis B transmission with a needle 
stick, 30% of the nurses and 61% of the physicians answered the question correctly. 
Tierney (1995) conducted a review ofthe research literature about HIV/AIDS 
knowledge, attitudes, and nursing education. The search for research evaluation studies to 
meet the inclusion criteria of research content, evaluations, and nurse surveys yielded 
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limite ·~utt it \\as concluded that short one-day programs were effective 
in iti' e change in knowledge and attitudes. 
· aglc and rou rd ( 1 5) publ ished the outcomes of an AIDS education class 
t ught , . r th ours of 3 da . The purpose was to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
program 10 hanging h althcarc professionals' knowledge and attitudes, as measured by 
th "Kn v I dg and Attitudes cale" administered before and after the course. The 
findings \J r a change in attitudes, but there was no statistically significant change in 
kno ledge ( agle & Brouard, 1995). 
owell eals, Wi lson, and Robinson (1998) conducted a study to evaluate the 
effecti en ss of an HIV/ AIDS education program for 173 registered nurses and nurse 
practitioners in Georgia. The program consisted of an 18-day didactic segment combined 
with a 12-day internship. The researchers demonstrated effectiveness with improved 
knowledge of the educational program based upon three outcome measures that were met 
by (a) developing a basis for HIV/AIDS pubic and local policy, (b) providing a safe 
haven for nurses to communicate case situations, and (c) empowering the participants to 
become actively involved in HIV prevention programs in their local communities. 
A unique aspect of this study is that the researchers conducted a follow up survey 
with the participants 6 to 18 months after the program was completed. This follow up 
study demonstrated continued impact as a result ofthe educational intervention. This 
encouraging impact is based on the following trends identified; (a) the nurses seeking 
additional HIV knowledge independently, (b) serving as a consultant, (c) conducting risk 
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mcnt , and d mor patient were eeking assistance for social services from the 
" II t L 19 ) . 
. fc mer •t al. ( 199 e ami ned attitudes, knowledge, and compliance with 
infl ntr I t ndard fo r HI I lD patients with Tuberculosis in a group of 50 
ta w r di ided into an experimental and control group. Analysis 
hO\ e an impro ement in TB knowledge, but no significant positive change in attitudes 
or knO\ ledge. 
In stigations of an association between change in knowledge and attitudes after 
HI ducation programs are conflicting. Mitchell ( 1999) asserts that "knowledge alone 
does not appear to decrease nurses' fear or change attitudes of nurses towards caring for 
AIDS patients, although some research disputes that statement" (p. last paragraph). 
Education programs are important for healthcare professionals to maintain competency in 
their individual areas of practice and to provide quality healthcare. However, combining 
information with environmental influences such as experiences with people living with 
HIV I AIDS, may be the key to improving patient outcomes and quality of care. Eakin and 
Taylor (1990) found that increased experience in HIV/AIDS care improved provider 
attitudes toward the care of patients with HIV/AIDS (as cited in Hanvey, 1994, p. 14). 
This has also been repeatedly demonstrated in more recent research studies (Berkowitz & 
Nuttall, 1996; Corless & Nokes, 1996; Radecki et al., 1999; Shapiro et al., 1992). 
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JID Edu atlon · Trammg 11ter 
\ m ntt n i earlier, th goal is to e pand the group ofhealthcare profess ionals 
capa lc f mcdtcall managing people li ing \i ith HIV and reduce the characteristic in 
the HI\ nd g n rat ommunity that arc factors associated with HIV transmission (U.S. 
artm nt Health ' Hum n cn,ices, 2002). Actually, some of the programs 
in thi lit ra ture re iew ha e been associated and funded through the Health 
en i s and R sources Administration (HRS A) under the AETC or Special Project of 
al i na l igni ficance ( PNS) grants. 
An e ' tensi e qua litative research evaluation study to capture the long-term effects 
of an HI /AlDS ducation and training program was performed with 218 participants 
from nine programs in the United States (Huba et al., 2000b). The research team 
contacted these participants an average of 8 months after the training and completed 
telephone interviews with eight standard questions. The study results were categorized 
into three distinct themes: (a) general perspectives, (b) healthcare provider service 
provision, and (c) system changes. The findings indicated that overall, the training 
program was "strongly effective and positive for areas involving service provision to 
patients/clients and were less positive for areas involving setting up referral networks" 
(p. 110). 
Another aspect of this evaluation research study with this same group was 
conducted by Henderson, German, Panter, Huba, and Rohweder (1 999) to identify 
system changes in a healthcare organization as a result of attending an HIV/AIDS 
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cdu ati n an training pr gram. yst ms change was defined for the purpose of this 
. tud "a l ar mcnti n b th train that di fferent procedures and guidelines are being 
f II \\cd due to the infom1ation acquired during the training' (p. 415). Overhalfofthe 
parti ipant intcrviev. ed (55 .5%) where able to provide at least one specific example of a 
)' l m hangc a a r ult or th training. 
\<Vh n e. amining predictors for a system change, the researchers reported there 
' a no tati tical sign ifi can with proj ect site, gender, or age. Also, it was noted that the 
participants pro ided an example of system change were positive about the training and 
mostly representati ve of the physician and educator class. Seventy three percent of the 
participan ts rated the training as very or extremely valuable (Henderson et al., 1999, p. 
422). Prior to this study, evaluation programs were focused on individual healthcare 
professionals (Tierney, 1995). This evaluation expanded the target to include the 
organization that provides care to people living with HIV (Henderson et al., 1999). 
The AETC incorporates traditional and non-traditional strategies in the provision 
of educational programs to healthcare professionals. Strategies utilized include small and 
large didactic type meetings. For example, AETCs organize luncheon seminars and major 
conferences in collaboration with accredited educational organizations and universities. 
Preceptorships, mini fellowships, telemedicine set-ups, phone consultation services, self-
study modules and CAl programs are other strategies AETCs employ. 
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.-\I l:du at ion I Progr ms for Healthcare Professionals 
A pr 'i u.l) mention d, healthcar professionals have been required to obtain 
ontinuin ' cdu allan rcdit for many years, in order to stay updated with the latest 
mfonn ti n 111 th medi al profession. The use of eli stance education methods began in 
the I ; in the 1 70 audio tel conferencing became available as a strategy for 
ntinuing education ( urran ct a l. , 2000). Sh01tliffe (1983) predicted that computer 
usage y ph sicians \! ou ld increase and listed guidelines for the future; these guidelines 
hav b en implemented to some degree. 
Th literature regarding physicians and computer usage for continuing medical 
education is confusing and inconsistent. In 1999, the Canadian Medical Association 
reported that 53% ofphysicians acknowledged searching professional's journals online 
and 41% stated they accessed continuing education Web sites. ill 2000, the American 
Medical Association reported that 70% of physicians surveyed were Internet users (as 
cited in Casebeer, Bennett, Kristoco, Carillo, & Centor, 2002). 
Survey results from study released by PERQ/HCI Media discussed that 71 %of 
the 6,654 physicians surveyed surfed the Internet for professional business, and an 
additional 5 % advised their staffs to obtain medical information online. Also, the media 
group reported that 24% of the physicians get 20% or more of their continuing medical 
education from the Internet (McKillen, 2002). In contrast, Brown et al. (200 1) reported 
that only 2. 7% of physicians use the Internet for continuing education purposes, with 
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m mfi nnati n ( 
u th omput r ur 
h ltter tur 
it din Wutoh et al. 2004) reporting that 31% of physicians 
f continuing education information. 
mg I and physician age, gender, race/ethnicity is also 
nil• ting. II rri , o a! is-Marine and Harris (2003) report young females are utilizing 
th btt rn t for continuing education at a high rate. However, there was no relationship 
n g ntl r age, or race/ethnicity and healthcare professionals ' perceptions of the 
efli t o online continuing education activities. Participants that were academicians 
preferr traditional educational programs (Bernhardt, Runyan, Bou-Saada, & Felter, 
2003). 
Workshops have been developed and presented for the purpose of educating 
physicians on the use of computers for email, medical information retrieval, CD-ROMs, 
and computer-assisted learning (Allen, Kaufman, Barrett, Paterson, & Sargeant, 2000). In 
a comparison review of databases available for online CME between 1997 and 2004, 
Sklar (2004) found 271 Web sites in 2004 and 150 Web sites in 2000. These results were 
in comparison to only 13 web sites available for CME in 1997. These databases also 
provided the target population, cost, educational method, and number of hours for 
program. However, there are still issues and concerns regarding the safety, accuracy, 
credibility, and integrity of the infom1ation transmitted on the Internet, and the ability to 
evaluate online resources (Huckstadt & Hayes, 2000; Lirici, 2002). Also, it is important 
to remember that change is difficult for people and some healthcare profess ionals prefer 
to stay with traditional methods of continuing education. 
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A It ma of CAl 
h hh.:mtun.:: ite vantag s of AI for continuing education as including cost 
effi • fl ·ibility. and convenience (Gandsas & Mcintire 2002· Wutoh Boren & 
) ' ' ' 
B I 4 . hi inti rmation is consistent with the results of a study (Cobb, 2003) that 
ass;es~;e<.t the Internet usage habits of oncology nurses and physicians seeking continuing 
cdu ti n ver the Internet. Thes results were compared with the findings in the 2001 
and - 2 survey. Thi comparison identified an increase from the past surveys regarding 
usage ofth Internet for continuing education purposes by both nurses and physicians. 
Both groups of healthcare professionals listed cost and easy access as factors they desired 
to be associated with future CAl continuing education programs (Cobb, 2003). In a study 
assessing the usage of the Internet in a random sample of 2,200 primary care and 
specialty physicians, 80% documented regular usage for professional reasons; yet, 70% 
reported hardly ever surfing the Internet specifically for online continuing education 
(Casebeer, Bennett, Kristco, Carillo, & Center, 2002). 
Computer assisted instructional programs are being developed and have been 
tested through research for objectives in the health education and medical community. 
One such study evaluated a CAl program designed to improve healthcare professionals' 
communication skills and behaviors toward patients. The evaluation demonstrated the 
program's positive effects on quality of physician performance (Hulsan et al., 2002). 
Wutoh, Boren, and Balas (2004) perfom1ed a review of randomized controlled 
trials on Internet-based continuing education programs. An exhaustive search of four 
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nati n I dat b our e was performed for 1982 to January 2004. Ofthe sixteen 
tudic that m t th criteria, i documented a positive change in knowledge in 
ompan n t traditi naJ typ cont inuing education programs, and three demonstrated a 
po IIi\· hunge in practi . The conclusion of this review was that Internet-based 
continuing cdu ation programs are as effective in conveying knowledge as traditional 
continuing edu ati on program s (Wutoh et al. , 2004). 
Hybrid forms of education combine traditional with nontraditional strategies. The 
benefi t of a hybrid system of CAI is that it allows the delivery of a large amount of 
multimedia infom1ation from the Internet through use of an easily portable CD-ROM 
(Curran et al. , 2000). Curran and colleagues evaluated a hybrid delivery system to 
instruct physicians in dermatologic office procedures. This method was found to be 
effective in increasing knowledge and improving self-reported competency. Bell et al. 
(2000) performed a randomized controlled trial with a sample of 162 medical residents to 
compare knowledge, learning efficiency, and satisfaction with a hybrid program that 
combined print and Web-based materials for self study about acute myocardial infarction. 
The results demonstrated comparable scores with the immediate posttest scores, but a 
reduction in scores was noted with the follow-up test given 4 to 6 months later (Bell et 
a!., 2000). 
Nurses 
Continuing education methods for nurses are also varied. Advanced practice 
nurses in Nevada were sampled to appraise this population's preference, practices and 
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bam a c ing di ferent method of ontinuing education. With a response rate of 
54°o. th tuuy first reported the ntinuing education methods used by the participants 
\\'ithin th past car. The rc ult \ cr as follows: ad anced practice nurses used in-person 
nfcrcn 9 %), live ate llit confer nces (33%), computer-based/Internet (5%) and 
-R (3% . Pr fi r nces w re ranked as follows: in-person conference, print-based 
If- tu and interacti e ideo conference. Interestingly, the live satellite was ranked as 
th I ast prefi rred method ( harles & Mamary, 2002). 
The evada nurses study also examined participants' views of CAl for continuing 
education . "Lack of abi lity" was noted as the most common barrier to utilizing computers 
or the Internet for continuing education. Seventy three respondents reported having 
access to a computer at the office and 82% reported computer availability at home. When 
asked the reason for not using the Internet or CD-ROM, participants answered "not 
knowing how." However, the majority of respondents (75%) were interested in receiving 
information on computer, Internet, and using CD-ROMs for continuing education 
(Charles & Mamary, 2002). 
Charles and Mamary's (2002) findings regarding lack of knowledge, ability, and 
skill to utilize the computer for continuing nursing education (CNE) is consistent with the 
results in the study by Hegge et al. (2002). In this study of a group of South Dakota 
nurses, 76% of the nurses had computers at work and 72% had computer access at home. 
The reasons provided as baniers to computer usage for CNE included lack of knowledge, 
lack of time, and lack of computer/Internet access. Furthennore, about 13% repori rarely 
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3 c - Jn the lm m t nd that the same proportion reported ne er accessing the Internet 
(H ggc d al., _ 2). 
unilarly. hmitt, itler, Herr, and Ardery (2004) document problems in 
rc ruiting nu ing staff as participants in a CAI evaluation research project. Barriers to 
parti ipati n gi en wer relat d to Jack of computer usage ski lls, computer speed, and 
lack f tim provided t work for continuing education. These problems are also 
ubstantiat d with e aluation results published by Lemaire and Greene (2003) in a study 
that compared four electronic media methods of delivery for continuing education: (a) in 
person with a computer projector, (b) desktop videoconferencing, (c) Web pages, and (d) 
CD-ROM. In measuring satisfaction and value, the CD-ROM group consistently 
provided higher ratings than the other three groups (Lemaire & Greene, 2003). 
Furthermore, Atack and Rankin (2002) reported similar computer access and time related 
barriers for a group of registered nurses during a web-based educational course. 
HIV/AIDS CAI with CD-ROM Education Programs for Healthcare Professionals 
The researcher utilized the assistance of a certified librarian from the University 
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas during the process of reviewing the 
literature and locating research studies involving continuing education, CAI, CD-ROM 
and HIV/AIDS. The CINAHL, MEDLINE, PsyciNFO, NLM Gateway, and ERIC 
databases were searched for this study. However, findings were limited for the topic areas 
ofHIV/AIDS, CAI, and CD-ROM. 
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arrctt In w, bkin and Healton ( 1990) published reports of a study 
sho" ing ftC.: tl\ t.:nc.:s of a I for an ID infection control education program geared 
to\\ ard m di al r idcnts. Parti ipants v ere pleased with the CAl strategy and preferred it 
to th printc mat rials ( arrctt ct al. , 1990). Vivekananda-Schmidt, Hassell, and 
tcLean (2 4) di cu the resear h evaluation methodology issues related to CD-ROM 
on rheumatology for hea lthcare professionals and medical students. Publication of the 
study findings is currently pending. 
Henderson ( 1998) is the pioneer in designing and developing an interactive CD-
ROM on HIV I AIDS for educating physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician 
assistants. This "Virtual Mini-fellowship: Primary Care ofthe HIV/AIDS Patient" 
originally cost $149.00 for the 2 disk CD-ROM set, with 8 hours of continuing education 
credit available (Izenberg, 1998). Over the past few years, this product has undergone 
several revisions. The latest available version was provided in 2002, and is currently 
available online at no charge via download or by requesting the CD-ROM 
(http ://iml.dartmouth.edu/ education/cme/HIV _Primary_ Care/install.html). The 
developers of this CD-ROM program were contacted and responded that currently there 
were no available published information regarding evaluation of the HIV CD-ROM. 
They do have in-house data from 7 years' of student evaluations from Dartmouth 
Medical School, which totals approximately 450 people (60 per year). However, they are 
planning to incorporate the CD-ROM program in a course for the medical students 
starting in December. This program will be set-up for the students to go through the 
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pro~ran1 in - d • m m lit ams (p rsonal communication with S . Johnson & J. 
Hcnd n. 5). 
EI'Uluiiion R ar h tudy: AI Educational CD-ROM Program Background 
In 19 4, th ounta in Plains AID Education and Training Center (MP AETC) 
rccciv d funding from HR under a Special Proj ect of National Significance (SPNS) 
grant to compare ducation methods for rural health care providers. The goal of the 
edu ation was to increase the knowledge, ability, and willingness of these providers to 
de li er HI -r lated services. Because the target was rural providers with limited access 
to continuing education, the MPAETC decided to use self-study modules as one ofthe 
methods for comparison (personal communication with MP AETC, October 7, 2005). 
The first MP AETC self-study module was targeted to providers who worked in 
rural areas. It covered information related to basic HIV biology, transmission prevention, 
pathophysiology, diagnosis, and treatment. It was case based, using a young woman 
li ving in a rural area as the example (Henderson et al., 1999). This module went through 
5 editions as a hard copy manuscript that was revised every 12-18 months. 
The results of one evaluation research project conducted with the self-study 
module from 1999 to 2004 demonstrate a very high level satisfaction by the participants. 
There are also significant improvements noted from the before to after training evaluation 
questions regarding the program objectives (personal communication with MPAETC, 
October 15, 2005). The success of this product led to additional self-study modules in 
similar formats: one on Perinatal Transmission of HIV, one for Den tal Care Providers, 
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and nt: t rgctcd to linician who work' ith ati e American patients (personal 
cornmum tt n "tlh 1P ET . tober 7, 2005). 
Edu utwnal 'D~ROM Program Developm nl 
In _oo_, MP T made the decision to make the self~study format more 
interactive. The result was a D-R OM format that enabled the MP AETC to provide a 
large amount of material into a small package, as well as a format that can be easily 
updat d as information changed . Once the CD format was decided, the MPAETC 
co llaborated with a multimedia design company to explore structure and design oftbe 
content. An initial goal in design was to provide user interaction through case studies and 
self assessments. The electronic format, similar to a hybrid delivery system, allowed the 
authors to include more cases to cover a broader spectrum of patient representatives from 
this epidemic, thus providing a more realistic case base for learning. User interaction is 
also encouraged through clickable references and citations throughout the module 
(personal communication with MP AETC, October, 7, 2005). 
Educational CD-ROM Program Design & Content 
The CD engages users in a number of ways, including multiple Web links for 
additional reading, citations, slides and pictures, supplemental learning resources, and 15 
interactive case studies. It has supplemental audio and video media including a personal 
message from Donna Sweet, MD, and an in-depth animation of the HIV lifecycle. The 
"Resources" section was created because the MP AETC wanted the CD to also serve as a 
resource for providers. This section helps providers easily access the cases, slides, 
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p1 lur . amm tton . and oth r supplemental learning materials referenced throughout the 
D \\ llhout ha' ing to go thr ugh the entire self-study process (personal & electronic 
communi lion \\ith P T , 0 tober 7, 2005). 
Perceived Self-Efficacy and CAl 
Kno\ le ( 1973) identified four principle guidelines in preparing adult education 
programs: (a) ad ult percei e th mselves to be self-directing in all areas of their lives, 
inc luding decisions about what they want to learn; (b) adult learners are insulted if their 
varied, rich, life exp ri ences are devalued or ignored; (c) adults experience a "readiness 
to learn" and seek infom1ation soon after awareness of a knowledge deficit occurs; and 
(d) adults are pragmatic learners who seek education in order to solve problems and cope 
with immediate issues (as cited in Gallagher, 1996). 
The National Institute of Education (1984) acknowledged three challenges in the 
development of educational programs in order to maximize knowledge gained: (a) 
students should be actively involved in learning; (b) institutions and individual teachers 
should clearly communicate requirements, standards, and objectives oflearning; and (c) 
assessment and feedback should be regular and systematic components of the learning 
process (as cited in Gallagher, 1996). 
Knowledge alone is not enough to effect behavior change. Knowles' and the 
National Institute of Education's ideas of active learning and self-direction are keys to 
bridging the gap between knowledge and behavior. The Social Cognitive Theory concept 
of perceived self-efficacy provides a fTamework for linking knowledge with healthcare 
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nfidcnce in and perception of capabiliti s to care for people living with 
HI\' and idenu 'ing indi\'i u Is at ri k for HI (Bandura, 1994). People with high self-
em a .' pr m t a p r onal controlled space that exudes a sense of self-satisfaction and 
that th p r on an a hi eve what they think they can achieve (Bandura, 1994; 
Pajarc , 2 2 . In add ition, improved self-effi cacy has been linked with "increased 
motivation, go I etting, and achie ement" (Madorin & Iwasiw, 1999, p. 282). Thus, if 
healthcar professionals ha e high perceived self-efficacy and believe they have learned 
what is needed to provide care to people living with HN, it follows that they will feel 
able to perform tasks and achieve goals in the community they serve. 
Sowell, Seals, Wi lson, and Robinson (1998) demonstrated improved self-efficacy 
for nurses following a HIV classroom and internship education program. Participants 
reported increased professional preparedness to care for people living with HIV. Self-
efficacy often increases with increased exposure to the task and practice in accomplishing 
it. Willard, Liljestrand, Golschmidt, and Grumbach (1999) showed the relationship 
between rural primary care physicians ' caseloads ofHN patients and self-reported 
confidence in the ability to provide appropriate care for those patients. However, in a 
study published by Panter et al. (2000), the level of ease, confidence, and personal skill 
post-HN/AIDS training was associated with a greater amount ofHN education, and 
longer periods of experience in the HN specialty area rather than participant 
demographic characteristics. 
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• turd k nd af: ey I 95 demonstrated significantly high improvements in 
ad' an d pr· II c nurse ' el - fficacy scores from pretest to immediate posttest and two 
)l!ar · ·tft r a ntinuing ·du tion course on pharmacology. Neafsey (1998) demonstrated 
impr \-Cd kn "I dgc and se lf-efficacy scores immediately after a CAl program on "The 
Phann I g of Alcohol" for advance practice nurses. Scores for a follow-up posttest 
taken 5 months after th intervention were lower than the immediate posttest scores but 
igni fi antly higher than the pretest scores (Neafsey, 1998). Madorin and Iwasiw (1999) 
conduct d a tudy with a group of nurs ing students participating in a CAl simulation and 
idcnti fl ed a significant increase in self-efficacy post simulation. The increase was still 
evident after clinical posttest. 
Development of any education program should be collaborative, with a team that 
includes a health educator and a representative of the intended audience. The healthcare 
professionals discussed in this literature review each offer unique expertise to peer 
education regarding HIV I AIDS. The health educator's training and background provides 
the structure with which to develop education programs based on a combination of 
theory, principles of adult education, and evidence-based medicine. 
Summary 
The numbers of individuals diagnosed with HIV I AIDS are increasing. More 
healthcare professionals will encounter HIV infected patients and those at risk for 
acquiring the infection in their daily practice. With the strides in education, patient 
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111 n gt:mcnt pra ti . and adherence to anti-retro ira! treatments· individuals are living 
long ·r '' ith tht hr me di a c. 
fh do umcntali n f eva luation projects that assess the effectiveness of CAl 
HI\ cdu atJ n progr m for healthcare professionals is very limited. Moreover, only one 
Ill\ cdu ati n pr gram on D-R OM was identified, and there is no published 
infom1 tion n the c aluation of the effectiveness of that program. The question ofhow 
to master th task of assessing the impact of and forecasting the value oftechnology-
based education strategies is a challenge (Curran et al., 2000, p. 1 07). Given the relative 
nevvness of Al, it is not surprising that few studies have been conducted to date. In fact, 
this finding reinforces the need for such research. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
METHODOLOGY 
Thi r earch stLtdy utilized a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods 
to c 11 ct infom1ation for the purpose of conducting program evaluation. Short answer 
que tion wcr integrated as a means to gather information and reduce threats of internal 
validit (Dignan & an·, 1992). As this program evaluation involved the educational 
strategy of Af a Web-based survey format was chosen for consistency. Tlus strategy 
has pro en to be an accurate and effective method of gathering information that provides 
ncxibi Iity and convenience for participants, and rugher response rates (Satmetrix, 2001; 
Sheehan, 2001; Swart & Hancock, 2002). With more than 50% of households having a 
computer, the incorporation of Web-based surveys has increased over the past few years 
(Swartz & Hancock, 2002). Wl1ile some healthcare professionals continue to prefer 
traditional forms of CE, many are migrating to computer assisted strategies for 
continuing education (Anderson & Mercer, 2004; McK.illen, 2002). This chapter 
describes information on the methodology, design, sample population, data collection, 
instrumentation, and data analysis of this CAl research study. 
Design 
The pretest and posttest quasi-experimental design was essential for the purpose 
of this program evaluation. The primary objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
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AI ( ' -R M) trnt g to ducate health care professionals about HIV/AID 
pre\ ntt n, rl int rvention, and health promotion. The effectiveness of the CD-ROM 
produ t \\a ·valu l d, and the h althcare professionals' perceived self-efficacy to utilize 
C.\1 and P vidc.: care [I r p ople li ing with HIV was assessed. The participants ' level of 
·ati ra lion wi th thi Al strategy was also measured. 
Population and Sample 
The study participants were comprised of a purposeful sample ofhealthcare 
pro[! ssionals that pro ide direct primary care and specialty services; these professionals 
are the target population of the AETCs. Therefore, registered nurses, advanced practice 
nurses physicians, and physician assistants who were currently practicing in the United 
States were invited to participate in this study. The main method of marketing was a 
standard recruitment announcement (See Appendix A) that included content information 
approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The recruitment announcement was 
sent to potential participants via emails, flyers, professionallistservs, newsletters, verbal 
presentations at professional meetings, and a posting on the Association of Nurses in 
AIDS Care (ANAC) Website. 
This recruitment announcement was designed to get the attention of the targeted 
audience, to peak their interest, and to provide the basics of the evaluation for the 
education program. The announcement included the education program title, strategy, CE 
provider, number of continuing education units offered, and information about how to get 
more information. The announcement also listed the research study hyperlink, which 
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J1r~ ' t d the p l ntia l parti tpant to th Website \ ith the' Research Study Instructions" 
. ppendt · ). are ult of thi marketing strategy a total of22 1 participants 
cornpkt d the prete t and w re mailed the educational CD-ROM that served as the 
intcrvcnti n. 
Protection of Human Participants 
The Institutional Re iew Board (IRB) of the University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical enter ( T WM ) at Dallas and the IRB of Texas Woman' s University (TWU) 
in Denton r viewed this program evaluation research study (See Appendix C). The study 
met exempt category approval by both universities based on the statement "Research 
conducted in established or commonly accepted educational settings, involving normal 
educational practices, such as (i) research on regular and special education instructional 
strategies, or (ii) research on the effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional 
techniques, curricula, or classroom management methods" (UTSWMC IRB, 2004). 
In lieu of an informed consent form, the following statement was placed at the 
end of the "Research Study Instructions" Web P<l;ge, in black bold fonts, before the first 
section of the pretest: "The submission of your completed questionnaire with contact 
information constitutes your informed consent to act as a participant in this research." 
The Website information notified potential participants that 6 continuing education units 
or 5 continuing medical education hours would be awarded to those whose posttest score 
was 75% or greater. 
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l th nd f the pretest, participants were asked to provide their name, email 
addn.: . nd m iling ddr contact information. Participants were advised with the 
pm acy and nfid nti lity t t ment posted at this point that identifying information was 
ollc tc.:d 1mply ior the purpos s of mail ing the CD-ROM product, communicating with 
the parti •pant I tr nicall , and granting a continuing education certificate upon 
ful omplction of the education program. A unique identifier, required by HRSA, 
1 rc ue t d t the beginning of the demographic and professional survey. 
To assure pri acy, confidentiality, and anonymity of the participants from the 
researcher, an online research company an.d faculty research associate were retained to 
ass ist with data collection. During the process of this evaluation research study, there was 
no time that the researcher had access to test scores that matched participants' names. 
After the participant completed the pre-test and provided contact/mailing information, the 
online research company sent an excel sheet to the research associate, a doctoral prepared 
faculty member from a non-affiliated university. This was done in order to mail the 
CD-ROM to the participants. The excel sheet contained only the participants name, 
mailing address, unique identifier, pretest date, and email address. 
Small tokens, prizes, and gift certificates as incentives have shown to be an 
effective tool to increase response rates from surveys (Jensen, 2005). Therefore, as 
appreciation and incentive for the participants to complete the post test, the researcher 
included an Appreciation Drawing. The IRB at TWU was notified of this decision and 
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appr '·I w g ntcd ( ee pp ndi ' 0). This incentive was announced in an emai l (See 
nt t parti ipant 'rvho completed the pretest. 
t the on lu i n of th study, the drawing was performed by the online research 
comp n u ing a random numb r table. An emai l (See Appendix F) was sent to the two 
wmn rs f this drav ing to make arrangements for receipt of their individual prize. Both 
winner m de nta tv ith the r searcher and were given their individual prize. The first 
wmner from the orth Carolina area, received the $100 gift certificate for Amazon.com. 
Th s cond prize winner received a gift card for Target department stores in the amount 
of $100. An email (See Appendix G) was also sent to all the participants that completed 
the posttest, to thank them for participating in the evaluation research project and to 
inform them that the appreciation drawing had been conducted. The email indicated 
which States the winners were from, but, in order to maintain privacy and confidentiality, 
no participant 's name or other identifying information was provided. 
Data Collection Procedures 
In accordance with the CAI delivery format for the educational strategy, a Web-
based method was selected for data collection. The Web survey method has been reported 
to provide the benefits and advantages of "a faster response, protection against the loss of 
data, easy transfer of data into a database for analysis, cost savings, convenience for the 
respondent, the possibility of wider geographic coverage, and a potentially better 
response rate" (Mertler, 2002, p . 50). Furthermore, when comparing Web-based surveys 
with traditional methods such as telephone or pencil and paper, Web based surveys were 
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a ciT< tl\c. pr \ id mor flexibility. and even produced a higher response rate than 
omc tmditionaJ m thod ertler _002· atmetrix 2001 ; Sheehan 2001). 
Febru r . 2 5 \ as the firs t day patt icipants were recruited for this study. The 
appr v d ontcnt infonnation was di stributed ia flyers , email, and verbal presentations. 
·1 he nt.:. t pha e in ol cd the MPAETC emailing the recruitment announcement to all the 
nd members o f the AETC professionallistserv in mid-February 2005. 
Howe er an unfor seeab le problem occutTed when the http link broke. This breakage 
cau ed a probl m hen clicking the link and directed potential participants to another 
Elite Research Web site. This broken link issue was evaluated by three computer experts 
who mutually decided it was not preventable and it was related to events that occur in the 
email transfer process. Therefore, the statement ''If the link below is broken at the end: 
please copy and paste the first line of the link into your web browser, then copy and paste 
the line below in your web browser" was placed before the link to provide instructions to 
the potential participants in the event of another link malfunction. 
In the months of April, May, and June 2005, the announcement was posted on the 
Association ofNurses in AIDS Care (ANAC) Website, placed in the second quarter 
ANACDOTES newsletter, and the ANAC-Metro Atlanta Chapter newsletter. During this 
period, an abbreviated version of the recruitment announcement was placed in the Delta 
Theta Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau Newsletter, at the University of Texas at Arlington 
(See Appendix H). The email announcement and flyer were also circulated through 
various universities in the east coast. 
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, th hyperlink in the recruitment announcement directed the 
p ~enual pani tpalll to the bsit ' ith th research study instructions. These 
th fir t thing th potentia l participant read on the research study 
Web it . hi '' trategi ally placed for the potential participant to review and be 
thoroughly infom1ed before starting this research study. It provided the research study 
purpose, privacy/confi.d ntiality statement, and procedure (See Appendix B). 
Pre-Te 1 In trumentation 
Participants were able to enroll in the program evaluation research project by 
taking th pretest from February 8, 2005 to July 15,2005. The first section ofthe pretest 
consisted of a demographic and professional survey (See Appendix n that is normally 
used by the AETC for descriptive reporting to HRSA. This instrument is understood to be 
valid because it is the individual participant providing descriptive information about his 
or her own professional background (Dignan & Carr, 1992). To prevent participants from 
skipping this section, the Website was designed in a way that the participant must 
complete that section before proceeding to the next section. 
The second section of the pretest consisted of a self-appraisal survey (See 
Appendix J); incorporated to assess the participants' perceived self-efficacy to care for 
people living with HIV/AIDS. This survey was developed by the researcher and utilized 
the educational CD-ROMs program objectives for the content of the questions. The 
recommendations in the Guide for Constructing Self-Efficacy Scales were used as a 
format and model to prepare these questions (Bandura, 2001). For example, because self-
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dli a d '' 1th an indi idual's p rcei ed ability the questions were phrased 
a ··H '' well an u" in tead of using the" ord "wil l." The word "can" is a judgment of 
capab11tt nd '\.\.111" i a tatement of intention (Bandura, 200 1). The 17 items utilized a 
p int ik n al , ranging from nor well at all to very well. 
The thirds tion of the pretest was a case study with 12 multiple-choice test 
que tion to as e s the current knowledge of the participant before the start of the 
educational D-ROM ( ee Appendix K). This case study was a parallel adaptation, 
designed by the r searcher of the case study originally developed by the creators of the 
educational program D-ROM evaluation section packet. A parallel adaptation was 
developed and utilized to refrain from using the exact same case study in the pretest and 
posttest. 
On a bi-weekly basis, the non-affiliated faculty research associate received the 
name and mailing address of participants who had completed the pre-test. The research 
associate made address labels on the computer that were placed on padded manila CD 
envelopes. Another label was placed on the actual CD-ROM holder. The information on 
that label stated "To get the post-test: After studying the CD, please send your name & 
e-mail address to CAI@elite_research.com". This statement provided the participant 
instructions for accessing the posttest after review of the educational CD-ROM. The 
research associate placed the labeled CD-ROM in the labeled padded envelope and 
mailed to the participants. 
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!11tt run Pro edur • 
Rt:mmd •r email me ages are an effi cti e way to follow-up with participants and 
r tcs b 25% ( heehan, 2001). Thus, during the interim pe1iod, 
from the time the participant took the pretest to the end of the study, 3 reminder emails, 
and 1 rc car h study e t nsion email were sent to the participants (See Appendix L). The 
announc ment regarding the Appreciation Drawing was also mailed during this time. 
Po 1 Te 1 In trumentation 
The post-test was available online for the participants to complete from February 
22, 2005 to August 8, 2005, the final closing date of the study. Three questions were 
asked in order to match the pruticipant with the pretest information for comparison and 
identification before proceeding to the case study posttest. To assess change in 
knowledge after studying the educational CD-ROM, the first section of the posttest was 
the same case study multiple-choice test from the pretest, with the names and order of the 
questions and answers changed (See Appendix M). The second section of the posttest 
was the Self-Appraisal Survey and was a duplicate ofthe self-appraisal assessment 
completed in the pretest (See Appendix J). However, there was a statement placed at the 
beginning of this section of the posttest instruction the participant to complete the 
questions based on after completing the educational CD-ROM. 
The third section was a satisfaction survey (See Appendix N) developed by the 
researcher and was designed to capture the participants overall approval or disapproval of 
the educational program CD-ROM. This instrument included rating scales (1 = Not at all 
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.nuujicd t Extr meh· ati ified) and short answer questions to obtain qualitative data 
to as c fi r threat to internal alidity. The fourth and final section was a compilation of 
ce ppemli required by the CE department at the University of Colorado 
lh and certificates ( ee Appendix P). After the participants 
compl t d thi final section and clicked the submit button, a congratulations Web page 
wa automatically displa ed that provided the participant with final instructions (See 
Appcndi Q). The participants were sent an emai l with their final case study posttest 
core. II participants ith passing test scores of 75% or greater and failing test scores 
that were less than 75% were sent a standard email (See Appendix R). Participants that 
scored less than 75 % were given an opportunity to retake the case study section of the 
posttest (See Appendix S). The hyperlink for the "retake" posttest was conveniently 
located in the standard "fail" email that was sent to participants that scored less than 75%. 
The process for participants to receive the CEU/CME certificate was incorporated 
in the program evaluation and was completed as a courtesy to the research study 
participants. Therefore, the posttest information required by the MP AETC and the 
University of Colorado, School of Medicine, for a CE/CME certificate was transferred to 
a hard copy data sheet by the online research company and mailed to the MP AETC. The 
final step involved submission of the infonnation to the CE office at the University of 
Colorado School of Medicine for the CEU/CME certificate to be mailed to the 
' 
participant. 
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Data Analyses 
For the 1 urp c f this study effecti veness was defined as a positive change in 
kno\\ I tlg . and a po itivc change in p rcei ed self-efficacy. Satisfaction was based on 
parttctpant rating ofth utility, fo rmat, aesthetics and cultural appropriateness of the 
C AI. Pair d amplcs t tests were conducted to test for differences on !mow ledge, and 
p rcei ed self-efficacy from before to after the study. Analyses of Covariance 
(A 0 As , controlling for pretest measures, were conducted on posttest measures to 
test fo r d ifferences between the levels ofthe demographic variables. Pearson 's Product 
Moment orrelations were conducted between the dependent measures and the 
continuous demograph ic variables. Descriptive statistics were calculated to report the 
various satisfaction measures. 
Summary 
The main objective oftrus research study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a 
CAl educational CD-ROM program designed to educate healthcare professionals on 
HIV I AIDS prevention, early intervention, and health promotion. The survey instruments 
served as a method to measure a change in knowledge after the healthcare professionals 
reviewed the educational CD-ROM. An evaluation of the educational CD-ROM product 
was also performed. The self-appraisal allowed the healthcare professionals to assess 
their perceived self-efficacy to utilize CAI and to care for people living with HIV/AIDS. 
The findings of this program evaluation can provide essential information to assist health 
educators in the development of future CAl educational programs regarding HIV/AIDS. 
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mputcr 
HAPTER IV 
RE LTS 
tsl d In truction has become a highly utilized strategy for the 
edu at1 n f h lth c rc pr fe sionals in the present technology driven society. CAl also 
a comm dat then d ~ r n ibility in the busy lives of medical professionals. This 
re ea11 h stud cvaluat d th cff cti eness of an educational CD-ROM, as a strategy to be 
utili1.cd to reach healthcar professionals' education and training needs in the field of 
. he pr te t and posttest quasi-experimental design was essential for the 
purpos of this program c aluation. 
The primary objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of CAl (CD-ROM) as a 
strategy to educate and train healthcare professionals' about HN/AIDS prevention, early 
intervention and health promotion. The effectiveness of the CD-ROM product was also 
evaluated and the healthcare professionals' perceived self-efficacy to utilize CAl and 
provide care for people living with HIV was assessed. The participants' level of 
satisfaction with this specific CAl strategy was also measured. Chapter 4 presents the 
results from the present sample. 
Demographics 
Two hundred and twenty-one participants completed the pretest from I 06 
different zip codes, and 80 of them completed the posttest (from 31 different zip codes). 
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.\n nin ti n of the part1 ipant who ompl ted the posttest showed 50 participants 
''h . 0 o r b 'lt r) and "'0 parti ipants ho fa iled the posttest. Further 
cxamin· ti n fthc: high numbl!r f imli iduals who fai led the posttest revealed that 14 
mdt\ idu.tJ · mpk·tc: J th • p ttc t survey on the last available day and that none of these 
14 ind1' tdual an \\Cn:d C\'Cn nc item correctl y, even though they had correctly 
an wc.:rcd Item n the pn:tc t. as d on these findings, the researcher assumed that these 
14 indl\ tdual c mpkt d th posttest survey due simply to the deadline and desire to be 
in ludcd in the Appr wtion Drawing not because they were prepared or possibly even 
completed the ducational D-ROM training. Therefore, these 14 participants were 
removed from further posttcst analyses, and 66 participants who completed both the 
pretest and posttest were included in data analyses. 
The pretest sample included data from 221 participants (See Table 1). More 
females (84.2%) than males (14.5%) completed the pretest. The majority were Caucasian 
(63.8%), with African Americans representing approximately 22.2% of the sample. Only 
6.8% of the sample reported having a Latino background and the majority of participants 
were based in an urban area (85.1 %) compared to 12.7% in rural areas. 
For those 66 participants who completed both the pretest and posttest, the relative 
proportions for gender and race were similar to the pretest. More females (81.8%) than 
males (18 .2%) and a greater percentage of Caucasians (68.2%) than African-Americans 
(22.7%) completed the post-test. Asian Americans representing only 7.6% of the sample 
and only 4.5% of the sample reported having a Latino background. Similarly, more 
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p:utt IJ nt f Ill urban arc 0'o) compared to those from rural areas (16.7%) 
ompl 1 th p l-tc t 
I bk I 
Frl•qttw i am/ P •r !!lila' of Demographic Variables for All Participants (N = 221) 
1111d F1111 lu.•r.s (: 66) 
All Participants Finishers 
\'aria lc Frequency % Frequency % 
Gender 
Female 186 84.2 54 81.8 
Male 32 14.5 12 18.2 
Trans gender 1 0.5 0 0.0 
Ethnicity 
American Indian/Alaska Native 2 0.9 0 0.0 
Asian 15 6.8 5 7.6 
Black or Mrican American 49 22.2 15 22.7 
White 141 63.8 45 68.2 
Mixed/Other 5 2.3 0 0.0 
Latino 
No 199 90.0 61 92.4 
Yes 15 6.8 3 4.5 
Setting 
Rural 28 12.7 11 16.7 
Urban 188 85.1 55 83.3 
Note: Frequencies not adding to 221 and 66, and percentages not adding to 100, reflect 
missing data. 
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n in Table -· lh majorit of participants reported their profession as 
nd · lh an cd pr ti e nurse made up 15.8% of the sample. The most 
omm n prima · r I· functi n of the participants was care provider/clinician (50.7%), 
\\ith t a her · ult} a tht:: nc. t mo t common role functio n (12 .7%). More than 85% 
rep rt d that their l.!llliioymcnt ctting a not a faith based organization, and the 
maj rit r ·p rtcd that their agency received Ryan White CARE Act funding (42.5%). 
Th majorit f participant reported that they worked in a hospital or hospital-based 
clinic (6-. % , fo il \J ed by college/university (11.8%). While the majority reported that 
they do not ec HI I A I pa tients (24.9%), the most frequently chosen service for 
HI /AJD pati nts by par1i c ipants was to provide all medical care and refer/transfer 
when antiretrovi ral tr atment fai Is (2 1. 7%). In addition, refer/transfer HIV positive 
patients for all medical care was chosen by 21 .7% of participants, followed by provide 
primary care and refer/transfer HN positive patients for HN treatment only (19.5%). 
Only 8.6% of participants reported that their most provided service was to provide all 
HIV treatment and refer/transfer for primary care. 
The relative proportions for profession/discipline and primary role function in the 
posttest were similar to the pretest. Similarly, more participants reported that their 
employer was not a faith based organization (86.4%) and received Ryan White CARE 
Act funding (39.4%). Hospital or hospital based clinic were also the most common 
employment setting (63.6%). Unlike the pretest, the most provided service was to provide 
primary care and refer/transfer HIV positive patients for HN treatment only (30.3%). 
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1 bl -
Frt tit II '' md p,.,. c11tagc · of Profi · ion Variables for All Participants (N = 221) 
mllmt. Ju r.\ ( ' 66) 
All Participants Finishers 
\ 'an blc Frequency % Frequency % 
urse 35 15.8 17 25.8 
137 62.0 31 47.0 
ur Pra titi ncr 15 6.8 7 10.6 
Phys1c1an 16 7.2 6 9.1 
Ph sician sistant 2 0.9 0 0.0 
oci 1 Work r 2 0.9 2 3.0 
Other 8 3.6 2 3.0 
Primary Role unction 
Administrator/Superv isor 18 8.1 4 6.1 
Care Provider/Clinician 112 50.7 35 53.0 
Case Manager 16 7.2 5 7.6 
Researcher 7 3.2 0 0.0 
Teacher/Faculty 28 12.7 13 19.7 
Student/Graduate Student 5 2.3 2 3.0 
Other 23 10.4 4 6.1 
Faith Based Organization 
Don't Know 16 7.2 6 9.1 
No 188 85.1 57 86.4 
Yes 11 5.0 2 3.0 
Ryan White CARE Act Funding 
Don't Know 69 31.2 19 28.8 
No 51 23.1 19 28.8 
Yes 94 42 .5 26 39.4 
Note: Frequencies not adding to 221 and 66, and percentages not adding to 100 reflect 
missing data. 
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T bl -· nunu 
F~ tJUtll I · ancl Ptrc ·magtt · of Profes ion Variables for All Participants (N = 221) 
and Ftm htl'. ( V 66J 
All Participants Finishers 
n.bl 
Prin ip I mpl ym nt ctting 
llcg • nivcr ity 
mmumt I igr nt Health enter 
Ho pita! r Hospital-Sa d Clinic 
ol I roup Private Practice 
Olhcr ommunity-Based erv ice Org. (CBO) 
Other Health are 
Other Public Health Agency 
tate/Local Hea lth Department 
ubstance Abuse Treatment Program 
Other 
Frequency 
26 
4 
139 
10 
8 
2 
2 
7 
2 
14 
Most Often Provided Services for HIV/AIDS Patients 
Not applicable/Do not see patients 55 
Provide all HIV treatment and refer/transfer 
for primary care 19 
Provide all medical care and refer/transfer 
when antiretroviral treatment fails 48 
Provide primary care and refer/transfer HIV+ 
patients for HIV treatment only 43 
Refer/transfer HIV + patients for all medical 
care 48 
% Frequency % 
11.8 
1.8 
62.9 
4.5 
3 .6 
0.9 
0.9 
3 .2 
0.9 
6.3 
24.9 
8.6 
21.7 
19.5 
21.7 
10 
2 
42 
4 
1 
1 
0 
0 
5 
18 
9 
8 
20 
10 
15.2 
3.0 
63.6 
6.1 
1.5 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
7.6 
27.3 
13.6 
12.1 
30.3 
15.2 
Note: Frequencies not adding to 221 and 66, and percentages not adding to 100, reflect 
missing data. 
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\ htl ·~of th\: -21 p l rt t 1pant reported that they did not know approximately 
ho' m n. of th ·tr ltc.:nt r patient in the pa t ear ere HIV positive, from those who 
rep rtcd an appr imJ tc.! number, the av rage number ofHIV positive patients seen in the 
pa 1 \:ar \\ a 3 H J .. t. . . '/ 2.15 w ith a range ofO to 600. Similarly, for only 
th · part1 ir am · '' h c mplct d th postte t, 16 of the 66 patiicipants reported that they 
did n t kn '' appr imatcly h ' man y of their clients or patients in the past year were 
HI p iti\ c . r th c ' h reported an approximate number, the average number of 
HI poitiv patien t ceninth past yearwas32(M = 32.21,SD=105 .93),witha 
range ofO to 600 ( ee Table 3). 
Table 3 also sho s the number and percentage of all participants, as well as the 
posHest only part ic ipants w ho reported the range of their HIV positive patients who were 
racial or thnic minoriti es on antiretroviral therapy, severely or persistently mentally ill, 
substance abusers uninsured, women, and incarcerated or parolees. While the majority of 
participants reported not knowing the percentage of their patients for these categories, 
most (24.0%) reported that greater than 75% of their HIV positive patients were of a 
racial or ethnic minority. Also, the majority of participants (22.6%) reported that greater 
than 75% of their HIV positive patients were on antiretroviral therapy. The majority of 
participants (25.3%) also reported that greater than 75% of their HIV positive patients 
were uninsured, while the majority (25.3%) reported 1 - 24% of their patients were 
mentally ill. Similarly, most (18.1 %) reported that 1 - 24% of their patients were 
substance abusers, and 18.1% reported that 25 - 49% of their patients were women. 
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Fr qu ' ' i and P r II{ (I~(' of 11/V Patient Variables for All Participants (N = 221) 
and Fim ht r (. 66) 
All Participants Finishers 
\ 'ariabl Frequency % Frequency % 
Per ·mage of 111\' Patients in the pa t year who were: 
R thlll Minoritic.; 
1 nc 7 3.2 2 3.0 
1-24% 25 11.3 3 4.5 
2 -4 % 18 8.1 3 4.5 
50-74% 32 14.5 8 12.1 
> 75% 53 24.0 22 33.3 
Don' t Kno 55 24.9 17 25.8 
On Antiretro ira! Therapy 
one 8 3.6 2 3.0 
1-24% 20 9.0 3 4.5 
25-49% 19 8.6 7 10.6 
50-74% 27 12.2 8 12.1 
> 75% 50 22.6 15 22.7 
Don't Know 66 29.9 20 30.3 
Mentally Ill 
None 49 22.2 14 21.2 
1-24% 56 25.3 17 25.8 
25-49% 11 5.0 3 4.5 
50-74% 7 3.2 2 3.0 
>75% 4 1.8 0 0.0 
Don't Know 62 28.1 19 28.8 
Note: Frequencies not adding to 221 and 66, and percentages not adding to 100, reflect 
missing data. 
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r bl 3, ontinucd 
Fr {lltll It' am/ Pt.!rccnrag' of ll!J' Patient Variables for A ll Participants (N = 221) 
md Fmt ht'r.\ f ' 66J 
All Participants Finishers 
Vanabh: Frequency % Frequency % 
17 7.7 6 9.1 
40 18.1 11 16.7 
30 13.6 8 12.1 
50- 4% 29 13.1 7 10.6 
>75% 11 5.0 3 4.5 
n ' tKn w 63 28.5 20 30.3 
Unin ur d 
one 21 9.5 9 13.6 
1-24% 26 11.8 7 10.6 
25-49% 7 3.2 1 1.5 
50-74% 22 10.0 5 7.6 
> 75% 56 25 .3 17 25.8 
Don ' t Know 59 26.7 17 25.8 
Women 
one 21 9.5 8 12.1 
1-24% 37 16.7 5 7.6 
25-49% 40 18.1 8 12.1 
50-74% 11 5.0 I 1.5 
> 75% 35 15.8 20 30.3 
Don ' t Know 47 21.3 14 21.2 
Incarcerated 
None 65 29.4 21 
31.8 
1-24% 56 25.3 19 
28 .8 
25-49% 8 3.6 1 
1.5 
50-74% 4 1.8 
0 0.0 
> 75% 1 0.5 
1 1.5 
Don't Know 55 
24.9 13 19.7 
Note: Frequencies not adding to 221 and 66, and percentages not adding to 100, reflect missing data. 
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,.lfi bl . unhcr anal) 
cr f parti tpant for some levels of the various demographic 
uld nly include certain groups. Only one individual 
r. thu nl mal sand females were included in gender 
nl frt an mcri ans nd aucasians could be included in any ethnicity 
c au t: nl thrc indi iduals who completed the posttest reported being 
Launo, n funJ1er an ly c w rc conducted examining this variable. Similarly, no further 
anal ' ndu ted n the fa ith-based organization variable, primary functional 
role. and pnn ipal employment setting, due to low cell size in some of the levels. Only 
nurs and ad anc d practic nurses could be compared for profession. In addition, due 
to lh low c ll izes in many of the groups, no interactions between these variables on 
any of the d p nd nt measures (pre and post knowledge scores, perceived self-efficacy, 
satisfaction) were conducted. 
Finishers versus Non Finishers 
Independent Samples t tests revealed that finishers and non-finishers did not 
significantly differ on their pretest knowledge scores, pretest perceived efficacy scores, or 
the number of patients with HIV/AIDS last year (all ts, ns). In addition, nonparametric 
chi-square (x2) tests showed no significant associations between fmishers and non 
finishers with any of the following demographic or profession variables; gender, 
ethnicity, Latina/Hispanic, setting, faith-based organization, Ryan White CARE Act 
funding, services, profession/discipline, primary functional role, principal employment 
setting, and the percentages of patients who were racial or ethnic minorities, on 
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ttl i lth ap ·. c\ t:rcly r p rsi tently mentally ill, substance abusers uninsured, 
\\ m n, nd tn arc mtt:tl r parolee (all i ns). Thus further analyses were conducted 
onth pant tpanl wh mplctcd the study. 
Kn \\ledge re fi r the pr test and the posttest were calculated for each 
pantctpant a the total number of it ms answered correctly, with a maximum score of 12. 
able 4, paired samp les t tests of the knowledge scores revealed that posttest 
knO\\Icdge ore v ere ignificantly greater at the end of the study (M= 9.21, SD = 1.89) 
than at th b ginni ng (/vi = .53, SD = 1.85). 
Table 4 
Average Knowledge cores for Pretest and Posttest (N=66) 
Variable 
Correct Scores 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Mean 
8.53 
9.21 
SD 
1.85 
1.89 
t 
-2.67 
p 
.01 
Pearson product moment correlations were also conducted to examine the 
relationship between the continuous demographic variables; number of HIV positive 
patients in the past year, and hours to complete the CD-ROM with the pre and post 
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\\ell a with gain ore . p cifica lly, the number ofHIV/AIDS 
Ill th pu t m nth \\a n t i!:,rni ficantly related to ei tber the pretest or 
po ttc: l kn "lc.:d~ · on: II' . 11s . While number of hours to complete the CD-ROM 
trainin "• · n t 1gntfi anti correlated to the pretest knowledge scores, r(65) = .089, ns, 
th numb r fh ur a parti ip nt took to complete the CD-ROM training was 
'Jgnificantl ' r I ted t postt t kno ledge scores, r(65) = .244, p < .05 . Therefore, 
IIHh ating that th\.: m rc h urs one spent to complete the CD-ROM training, they 
an wcred a greater number of correct items on the posttest 
s rie of naly c of ovariance (ANCOVAs), controlling for pretest 
kno er condu ted on posttest knowledge scores to test for differences 
between the le els of the various demographic variables. No significant differences were 
found between nurses and advanced practice nurses, care providers/clinicians and 
teachers/faculty, males and females, as well as African Americans and Caucasians (all 
Fs, ns). 
An ANCOV A was also conducted to examine the impact of job setting (i.e., 
Urban vs. Rural) on knowledge scores. Again, the pretest knowledge scores were used as 
covariates to control for any pre existing knowledge. As shown in Figure 1, the results 
revealed a significant effect for job setting, F(l ,63) = 7.94,p < .01, indicating that those 
in urban settings had greater posttest knowledge scores (M = 9.55, SD = 1.26) than those 
in rural settings (M = 7.54, SD = 3.30). 
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Figure 1. Pre and post knowledge scores for participants in urban and rural settings. 
Perceived Self-Efficacy 
An exploratory factor analysis was conducted on all participants' pretest scores to 
identify any common themes in the 17 perceived self-efficacy items. The factor analysis 
revealed two factors. All of the perceived self-efficacy items loaded on the same factor, 
except the items measuring computer navigational skills and using a CD-ROM to obtain 
continuing education. Because the 15 items loading on factor one seemed to address 
perceived self-efficacy toward HIV I AIDS concepts, this factor was called "HN I AIDS 
Concepts." Since the two items loading on factor two dealt more with perceived self-
efficacy toward computer skills, this factor was called "Computer Skills" (See Table 5). 
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In 1-11 1 • n c clknt. llJV AID ron bach s a = .961 ; Computer 
nb h' u 
'I . I ht.:rdi rc. tv. per i d elf-efficacy variables were created 
th: t h: av ·raging th items for ea h factor, as well as an overall perceived 
If- rc, mput d as an average of all 17 items. These averaged variables 
\\t.:rc u c in funh r naly c ofp rcei d self-e fficacy. 
T k-
Rowr~d Fv tor Loading ( = 66) 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Item Name 
discuss the dynamics ofHIV infection 
discuss impli cations for care related to HIV 
identify the di fferent stages of HIV disease 
describe implications for care ofHIV prevention 
define responsibilities of provider in HIV cases 
list essential components ofHIV pre/post counseling 
recognize components of conducting HIV risk assessments 
identify when HIV testing should be recommended 
conduct a comprehensive initial visit with an HIV-infected client 
identify essential laboratory tests needed in initial patient visit 
discuss considerations for initiation of antiretroviral therapy 
describe importance of adherence to antiretroviral therapy 
identify important health maintenance issues 
computer navigational skills 
use a CD-ROM to obtain continuing education 
confident to provide healthcare services to people with HIV 
competence level to provide healthcare services to people w/ HN 
Factor 
I 2 
.828 
.785 
.875 
.726 
.775 
.768 
.771 
.734 
.851 
.814 
.837 
.846 
.860 
.024 
.003 
.815 
.806 
.016 
.066 
-.036 
.089 
.033 
.073 
.163 
.258 
-.099 
-.107 
-.082 
.020 
.128 
.929 
.920 
-.051 
-.066 
Note: Varimax Rotation with Kaiser Nonnalization. Eigenvalues in bold represent the 
highest factor loading for each item. 
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h ' n in I able 6 . Pa1rcd mples 1 test re ealed significant differences from 
p ll p tl I r r 'I OtJI ' clf-I: fli ac . t(66) = -11 .23, p < .01, HIV/AIDS Concepts, 
-I l . . P .0 I , hut n r om puler · se t( 66) = -1.68, ns. Participants had 
If- rti a afier mpl ting the program (M = 5.23, SD = .89) than at 
th · b innin o thl: tud ' ( \1 - 3.9 D = .98). Moreover, perceived self-efficacy for 
Ill \( nc · t 111 rca cd from the begim1ing of the study (M= 3.79, SD = 1.10) to 
th ~.:nd fthc tud (Af 5 . 1 , D = .99), whereas perceived self-efficacy toward their 
omputcr kill remained rclati e ly unchanged (preM= 5.39, SD = 1.26; postM= 5.57, 
'[) 1.1 ). 
dditional Paired amples t tests of pre and post scores for the 17 individual 
perceived self- fficacy items revealed that posttest scores were significantly greater than 
pretest scores for all of the perceived self-efficacy items (all ts,p < .01), except the items 
addressing how well the participants thought their computer navigational skills were, and 
how well they could use a CD-ROM to obtain continuing education (all ts, ns). 
Indicating that for items related to HIV/AIDS concepts, perceived self-efficacy increased 
after completing the CD-ROM training, but items related specifically to computer skills 
did not show an increase in perceived self-efficacy after completing the CD-ROM. 
Specifically, examining the individual item "how well can you use a CD-ROM to obtain 
continuing education, participants had marginally greater perceived self-efficacy scores at 
the end of the study (M = 5.62, SD = 1.19) than at the beginning (M = 5.39, SD = 1.33), 
t(66) = -1.8l,p = .075 (See Table 7). 
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fc. }or Pc.,. t?n·cd · •lf-Effica v. Per eived elf-Efficacy toward HIVIAIDS 
011 'f f , cwltmwrd Computer [,'se ( =66) 
\'ariablc Mean D p 
1 a y 
-11.23 .00 
3.9 .98 
5.23 .89 
Ill nccpt 
-11.47 .00 
Prct t 3.79 1.10 
Posttc t 5.18 .99 
Comput r sc 
-1.68 .10 
Prel l 5.39 1.26 
Posttc t 5.57 1.18 
Pearson ' s Product Moment Correlations between initial perceived self-efficacy 
scores and initial knowledge scores are shown in the top half of Table 8. While both 
subscales, HIV/AIDS Concepts, r(206) = .991,p < .01 and Computer Skills, r(206) = 
.199, p < .01, were significantly correlated to baseline overall self efficacy scores, self-
efficacy toward HN I AIDS Concepts and Computer Skills were not significantly 
correlated, r(206) = .064, ns. Overall self-efficacy, as well as both subscales, were 
significantly positively correlated, although small (Cohen & Cohen, 1975) with baseline 
knowledge scores, indicating that an increased self-efficacy is related to an increased 
knowledge score, and vice versa. 
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-----------------------------------7 
Pr '' f md Po. flt'-\t .. • ore for lndil'idual Perceived Self-Efficacy Items (N=66) 
\ ari blc 
}namtc fIll\' Jnfl:ction 
!mph att ns f rIll I ransmi sion 
Prete I 
Po tt t 
Jdcntif the iffcrcnt tage of HIV 
Pr t t 
Postle t 
Implications for HI Prevention 
Pretest 
Post test 
Responsibilities of Health Care Provider 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Essential Components of Counseling 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Components ofHIV Risk Assessment 
Pretest 
Posttest 
When to Recommend HIV Test 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Comprehensive Initial Visit 
Pretest 
Posttest 
69 
Mean SD 
3.88 1.31 
5.05 0.83 
4.00 
5.15 
3.38 
4.95 
4.11 
5.28 
3.91 
5.39 
3.23 
5.09 
3.82 
5.35 
4 .59 
5.82 
3.42 
4.91 
1.23 
1.13 
1.42 
0.97 
1.30 
1.19 
1.30 
1.12 
1.40 
1.11 
1.33 
1.02 
1.37 
1.15 
1.53 
1.15 
t p 
-7.60 .000 
-6.99 .000 
-9.50 .000 
-5.87 .000 
-8.21 .000 
-11.15 .000 
-10.31 .000 
-7.90 .000 
-7.82 .000 
fllanud 
p, I 1 und Pmllt I • ore for Individual Perceived Self-Efficacy I tems (N=66) 
\ bl Mean SD p 
-9.46 .000 
3.35 1.54 
5.08 1.29 
nt1r tr ira! Therapy 
-11.61 .000 
2.89 1.48 
4.79 1.13 
Adhcrcn of ntirctro ira! Therapy 
-7.21 .000 
Pr l l 4.12 1.56 
Po nest 5.42 1.28 
Identify Health Maintenance Issues 
-8.04 .000 
Pretest 4.14 1.38 
Posttest 5.50 1.15 
Computer avigational Ski ll s 
-1.14 .260 
Pretest 5.38 1.29 
Posttest 5.52 1.27 
Use CD-ROM to Obtain Training 
-1.81 .075 
Pretest 5.39 1.33 
Posttest 5.62 1.19. 
Confidence to Provide Services 
-7.17 .000 
Pretest 4.08 1.38 
Posttest 5.06 1.08 
Competence Level to Provide Services -7.04 .000 
Pretest 4.02 1.33 
Posttest 4.92 1.09 
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Pn lu 1 .\lam 'Ill ( ·orrelauon b tween Initial Perceived Self-Efficacy and Initial 
_06) and b tween Final Perceived Self-Efficacy and Final 
on ( t 66) 
ncepts Computer Knowledge 
Iniual 
Jmtial vera II c.:~r- fficac 
.99 1 ** .199** .272** 
Initial HI AID onccpts .064 .250** 
Initial omput r ki ll s 
.195** 
Final 
Final 0 erall Self-Efficacy .990** .532** .495** 
Final HIV I AIDS Concepts .407** .486** 
Final Computer Skills .287** 
Note. * p < .05; ** p < .01 
Pearson's Product Moment Correlations between final perceived self-efficacy 
scores and final knowledge scores are shown in the bottom half of Table 8. Similar to the 
baseline correlations, both subscales, HIV/AIDS Concepts, r(66) = .990, p < .01 and 
Computer Skills, r(66) = .532,p < .01, were significantly correlated to baseline overall 
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it to the baseline correlations, final perceived self-
n..l I IV/AID and omputer Skills were significantly correlated, 
.4 .p .0 1 
'era II p ·rcciv d elf-efficacy, as well as both subscales, were 
anti P . Ill\ d ·orrdatcd, and \ ere stronger than baseline correlations (Cohen & 
oh n. 197 '' ith ba chne know I dgc scores, indicating that an increased final 
Y i r I at d to an increased final knowledge score, and vice versa. 
ddih nal Pea on's Product Moment Correlations showed no si!ffiificant 
0 
rclat1 n hip b I\\C n the final perceived self-efficacy scores and the number of 
HI I LD patients een in the last year, all rs, ns. The number of hours spent to 
complete th D-ROM training was also not significantly correlated with final overall 
percei ed self-efficacy or final perceived self-efficacy toward HIV I AIDS Concepts. 
However the number of hours spent to complete the training program, was significantly 
negatively correlated with final perceived self-efficacy scores toward computer skills. As 
expected, the greater number of hours spent to complete the training was related to a 
decrease in perceived self-efficacy towards computer skills, and vice versa (See Table 9). 
HIV/AIDS Test Items 
Chi square tests revealed that participants were more likely to choose the correct 
answer than an incorrect answer for all pretest and posttest items (p < .05), except item #9 
on the pretest, asking which immunizations should "Lacey" have. The majority of 
participants answered "all of the above" (Varicella vaccine, Hepatitis B vaccine, 
Pneumococcal vaccine, and Measles, Mumps, and Rubella vaccine), followed by 
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d ··pn um al." h~; coiTe t ans\ er' as 'both Hepatitis B vaccine and 
T.1bl 
P · ~~ on Pro lu I .\foment 'orr /at ion b tween umber of HIVIAJDS Patients Seen in 
rh Ltz I r •w· and flour· p lit to 'omplete Educational Training Program with Post 
P rce1vt I · •lf-Effl acy 'cor ( = 66) 
Final crall elf- ffi cacy 
Final HlV/AID oncepts 
Final Computer Skills 
ote. * p < .05 ; ** p < .01 
Satisfaction 
umber of Patients 
.169 
.184 
-.033 
Hours 
-.013 
.044 
-.312* 
As shown in Table 10, participants in the study were relatively satisfied (almost 6 
on the 7-point Likert scale) with various aspects of the CD-ROM, including the graphics 
(M= 5.80, SD = 1.18), readability ofthe font size (M= 5.98, SD = 1.01), visual 
appearance ofthe content information (M= 5.83, SD = 1.14), sound quality (M = 5.95, 
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D = 1. · d i 'll of the I ut (M = . 72, 'D = 1.38 and the abili ty to navigate 
th ugh ut the c ll n (,\{ = . 9, 'D = 1.06). 
Pant •pant reported being highl y likely to take another HIV educational 
-R , 1 .\1 9 . 'D = 1.30) and that they wo uld recommend this HIV educational 
-R ~ It OllH.:r health arc profe ionals (M = 6.05, SD = 1.15). Participants reported 
th I th ctlu at10nal program m derately changed their feelings for caring for people 
Jj, ing with HI M = 3.6 , 'D = 2.05). Part icipants also reported that the information 
present d n the -R M was culturally appropriate (M = 5.82, SD = 1.12) and that 
they ere highly atis fi d that the content of the CD-ROM would help them care for 
people li ing with HIV in a more culturally sensitive manner (M = 5.34, SD = 1.42) (See 
Table 10). 
Only 15 participants reported having attended any HIV related educational 
program that increased their HIV knowledge since completing the pretest. However, 
independent samples t tests between those individuals who had attended an HIV related 
educational program and those who did not, revealed that the two groups did not differ on 
their posttest knowledge or perceived self efficacy scores, all ts , ns. In addition, eight of 
the 15 participants discussed above, as well as an additional five participants, reported 
that there had been an event in their life since the pretest other than the educational 
program that increased their HIV knowledge. Similarly, independent samples t tests 
between those individuals who had an event and those who did not, revealed that the two 
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dtd' 1 dift r n I heir p ll~ t knowledge or perc i ed self efficacy scores, all ts , 
1 able l 
/) ripm· •. 'tall.\ II sfor Po.\1 , mi ifacrion Items (N=65) 
hm 
Ollt IZC 
\ 'i ual ppcaran c 
und 
Layout e tgn 
Ability to a igate 
Likel to Do Again 
Would Recommend Others 
Overall atisfaction 
Changed Feelings 
Culturally Appropri ate 
Care in Culturally Sensitive Manner 
Teach Resources Used Effectively 
Impact on Approaching Patients 
Address Needs 
Worth Time 
Recommend 
Free of Commercial Bias 
Objectives Related to Goal 
Hour to Complete Training 
Mean 
5.80 
5.98 
5.83 
5.95 
5.72 
5.89 
5.95 
6.05 
5.95 
3.68 
5.82 
5.34 
5.82 
5.48 
5.83 
6.00 
6.11 
6.42 
6.34 
5.29 
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SD 
1.18 
1.01 
1.14 
1.04 
1.38 
1.06 
1.30 
1.15 
1.22 
2.05 
1.12 
1.42 
1.12 
1.56 
1.32 
1.20 
1.30 
.97 
.91 
6.92 
Range 
3 - 7 
4-7 
3-7 
3 - 7 
2-7 
3-7 
2 - 7 
2 - 7 
2 - 7 
1-7 
3 - 7 
1-7 
3-7 
1-7 
1- 7 
2 - 7 
1 - 7 
3 - 7 
3 - 7 
1-40 
P rta a ant r 'J rtcd that it t k them an a erage of almost five and a half hours 
to c mplctc th · Ju at1c nat training program (M = 5.29, SD = 6.92). Participants in the 
pr . nt npl rep rtt:d that th~..: teaching/learn ing resources were relatively appropriate 
and cO' ti\ c \1 . -· ,)'/ 1.12), and that it had an impact on the way they approach 
thctr patient M = 5.4 , 'D 1.56), as well as the activity addressed their professional 
I , 'J 1.3 -). They also reported that this activity was worth their time 
and effort I = . 0, D = 1.20) and that they would recommend this CD-ROM to their 
peers M = 6.1 I D = 1.30) . Participants reported that the activity was free of 
commercial bias (M = 6.42, SD = .97) and that the objectives were related to the overall 
purpose or goal of the activity (M= 6.34, SD = .91) (See Table 10). 
Qualitative Information 
The participants were asked to answer some open-ended questions for the 
researcher to acquire more detailed information regarding issues and feelings participants 
encountered during this educational program. The open-ended questions to attain 
qualitative data and a summary of the responses follow. 
Qualitative Question 1. If not satisfied with the educational CD-ROM, p lease tell us what 
problems you encountered. 
While the satisfaction ratings with the educational CD-ROM were high, it wa 
important to extrapolate information regarding problems participants may have 
encountered. Only 11 participants responded and provided an ex amp! of a probl m \! ith 
the CD-ROM. The problems were related to techni a1 i uc su h a a) the inability t 
7 
minim1z th r n. (b) · und . { ) graphi · . (d) inabi lity to open Web links in a new 
in · nd print c. il~. and {c) diffi ulty ith navigating back and forth through the 
I r •c m unt r upplemental information. In addition, one person reported 
•• Ill k 111 om ' plac · and had to reload and start over. " However, this could 
h n pr bl m related to the participant's personal computer. Two participants 
conta 1 d th r arch t am because a technical problem with the CD-ROM product 
required it be r plac d. 
QualiLative Question 2a. Has this educational program changed your feelings about 
caringfor peopL living with HJV? 
The participants answered this question by rating on a 7 point likert type scale 
with options ranging from not changed at all to highly changed. Participants reported that 
the educational progran1 moderately changed their feelings for caring for people living 
with HIV 
Qualitative Question 2b. If so, how has it changed? 
Twenty-three participants provided examples of how this educational program 
changed their feelings toward the care of people living with HN. This question required 
the participants to reflect upon about their attitudes towards people living with HIV. 
Three themes emerged from this probing question . The themes that resoun ed in thes 
responses were (a) awareness/increased awareness, (b) confidence/ mor c nfid nee, and 
(c) knowledge/increased knowledge. 
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m a ariety of ways. One person noted 
'n per · nat "11 ed to be more confident and supportive in 
appr. I bin IIJJ' patll'll/s · • • m individuals noted clinical practice changes and 
r the numb r of indi iduals that are HIV infected. One example of 
sy·tcm han ted b a participant. Systems change is "a clear mention by the 
tramc that dtf r nt pro cdurc and guidelines are being followed due to the infonnation 
acquired during the training" (Henderson et al. , 1999, p.415). The participant noted that 
"health mai11tenance oncerns and risk assessment screening is much more likely in my 
practice when evaluating patients. " This is consistent with the findings in one study 
(Henderson et al., 1999) in which more than half of the participants provided at least one 
example of a system change as a result of an HIV/AIDS training program. 
The theme of confidence resonated over and over again. Participants noted "being 
able to talk to and treat patients ", "now I feel confident", and "more able to explain to 
my patients about their conditions. " Some respondents noted changes in both confidence 
and knowledge. One person wrote "I feel more confident in my knowledge level and more 
willing to address their concerns". Another wrote, "I feel more comfortable with rny 
knowledge level of the disease, its course and the therapy for this patient population. I 
have not had any issues with this p atient population other than feeling that l didn't have 
the knowledge base that I would have liked. " These statements are aJs evid nee of 
increased self-efficacy regarding the care of people living with HIV. 
7 
lh In 
' lcdg and onfidcnce noted by participants is consistent with 
ontinuing education programs that are based on the 
umptt n that unpr ving knowl dg wi ll also increase confidence, satisfaction with 
k11l , and\\ ilhngnc l tr at p ople li ing with HN/AIDS (All & Sullivan, 1997; 
Dimick, L vin on. Mant u ffe l, & Donnellan, 1996 · Gallagher 1996· Irving Ferguson 
' ' ' ' ' 
o , amsworth 1997· Wyness & Goldstone, 1998). In this study, 10 out ofthe 23 
participants that responded to thi s question either used or referred to the term "increased 
knowledg " in comments regarding how their feelings had changed as a result ofthis 
CAl CD-ROM program. 
Qualitative Question 3. What other f eatures would you like to see added to this 
educational program (CD-ROM) ? 
The participants gav e a rich array of suggestions for improvements in future 
versions of the CD-ROM. The suggestions relate to content, presentation, and ideas for 
new CAl CD-ROMs developed specifically for special target populations and issues. The 
complete list of suggestions is stated in the Recommendations section, below. 
Research Questions 
Research Question 1. Is CAl an effective strategy among health are professionals to 
gain knowledge on the topic of HIVIAJDS? 
Paired Samples t tests revealed that parti cipant 's posttest knowledge core w r 
significantly greater than their pretest knowledge scores. Thus, thi s c mputcr 
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u lru ti n R I ''as f und t 
in th 
an effccti e strategy to educate and train healthcare 
for this group of participants. 
R IT II Qu tum - is ~WI/ of know/ dge different for participants of various 
II alrh IT proft. · wtwl;oh (uncrions, employment settings, work locations, gender, 
etlmtclfy, and 1111' p ai 111 11olume? 
V • contr I ling for pretest knowledge scores showed that this group of 
healthcar profi s ionals re not different on posttest knowledge scores based on their 
professional position, job function, employment setting, work location, gender, ethnicity, 
or HI + patient olume. Differences were found between rural and urban participants, 
such that controlling for pretest knowledge scores, urban participants had significantly 
greater posttest knowledge scores than rural participants. 
Research Question 3. Will healthcare professionals have a statistically significant 
difference in perceived self-efficacy to care for people living with HIV after completing 
the "HJV/AIDS Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health Promotion " CAl program? 
Paired Sample t tests showed that posttest scores were significantly greater than 
pretest scores for overall perceived self-efficacy and items focusing on HIV/AIDS related 
concepts. 
Research Question 4. Will the participants ' perceived self-efficacy Lo utilize a AI 'D-
ROM approach for continuing education change after the cornpl lion ofrh "!IIVIA JD 
Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health Promotion " 'AI program? 
0 
f 1r .unplc t tc.: ls ·h "cd there ' as no stati stically significant difference 
l 'c pn.:lc t ·md postll.' ·t c )res n th participant's perceived self-efficacy to utilize a 
AI R . 1 appr ach ft)r lht.: purpose of continuing education as a result of the 
cdu au n· I tnlcrvcntton . 
Res arch Qu 'SIIon 5. What is the level of satisfaction among the participants using this 
Ctl trat · to obtain continuing education? Satisfaction is measured in terms of utility, 
formal. a sthetics and cultured appropriateness of the CD ROM 
Descripti e stat istics showed that this sample ofhealthcare professionals reported 
satisfaction with this CAl strategy to obtain continuing education. This statement is based 
on the results a satisfaction survey the participants completed at the end of the posttest. 
The participants were also able to provide some suggestions to change and improve this 
educational strategy. 
Summary 
The present program evaluation showed that this CAl CD-ROM was an effective 
educational strategy to increase knowledge in a group ofhealthcare professionals on the 
topic ofHIV/AIDS prevention, early intervention and health promotion. This evaluation 
research study also demonstrates increased perceived self-efficacy towards HfV I AIDS 
concepts on the posttest self-appraisal (self-efficacy) survey. Differences were also 
found on final posttest knowledge scores for participants who wer from urban and rural 
settings. Chapter 5 further discusses these findings and their implication . 
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H PTER V 
1 I 10 D RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ill\' AI orne one of the largest public health concerns in the world 
today. Dt pr 1 rli natl: t:f c t of the virus are evident in the African American 
communit . particularly with minority women (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2004c). While 
the death r tcs r latcd to HIV/AIDS decreased in the late 1990s, as a result ofthe medical 
advances with treatments, the HIV/AIDS diagnosis rates continue to rise (CDC, 2005b). 
The importance of and necessity for healthcare professionals to be educated and 
trained to identify individuals at risk for HIV/ AIDS and to care for the increasing 
population of people 1i ving with HN I AIDS is undeniable. The utilization of educational 
strategies that are accessible, convenient, affordable, interactive, and learner-centered is 
the key to successful educational programs for healthcare professionals (Davis et al. , 
1995; Davis et al., 1999; Gallagher, 1996; Gandsas & Mcintire, 2002). There isn ' t one 
educational strategy that is appropriate for all individuals. Because people learn 
differently, varied types of educational methods should be available to meet the needs of 
different learners. Therefore, the team that develops, designs, and plans educational 
programs should perfonn a needs assessment of the target audience that includes sking 
their preferences for continuing education activities in terms of traditional v . non-
traditional strategies. 
2 
mput ·r a i ted m tru ti n trategi s for healthcare professional continuing 
cdu ~ti n ha\c b · 11 pr \ l.'ll t b a effec ti ve as traditional educational strategies (Wutoh 
4 . It app<.:ar th ·u me hea lthcare professionals prefer one over the other 
r vari u r •a ns. b io usly individ uals that lack the knowledge, ability, and 
kill t uttlii'c the c mpu tcr-. ill not prefer a CAl strategy (Charles & Mamary, 2002; 
H gge ct al., 2 02). ln contrast, indi viduals that are computer and technology savvy, or 
tho who ha e limit d tim for travel to national conferences, may prefer the 
con enience of accessing C Al activities (McKillen, 2002). This chapter will summarize 
fi ndings and discuss conclusions of this evaluation research study. The implications for 
health education and reconunendations for future evaluation research studies and 
educational programs will also be reviewed. 
Summary 
This quasi-experimental research study was conducted to evaluate an educational 
CD-ROM program that was developed for healthcare professionals. The study utilized a 
pretest/posttest design and incorporated short answer, open-ended questions to obtain 
qualitative information. The primary purpose of this evaluation research project was to 
evaluate the effectiveness and participant sati sfaction of the "HIV I AIDS Prevention, 
Early Intervention, and Health Promotion" educational CD-ROM product. The secondary 
purpose was to evaluate effecti veness of CAl as a HIV I AIDS training strategy for health 
care professionals seeking continuing education. This study also xarnin the he lthc r 
professionals ' perceived self-efficacy (a) to utili ze the educational -R M app ch 
3 
lor ntinuin t: lu .Hi n, and (b) t ar for people living with HIV after completing the 
D-R f. 
tud. · partt tpanl '"ere rc ruited through emails, flyers, listservs, announcements, 
profc tonal rganization nc\\ letter , and the Association of Nurses in AIDS Care web 
site. Th rc wcr 2-1 participants that initially entered the study by taking the pretest 
onhnc that '' po t d and maintained by Elite Research. Elite Research is an online 
re rch company o ned and operated by a university statistician consultant and 
computer expert. 
The final study samp le of usable participants that completed the posttest online 
was 66 healthcare professi onals from across the United States. The sample of participants 
carne from over 30 different zip codes, representing nurses, nurse practitioners, advanced 
practice nurses, physicians and physician assistants. The findings are based on data 
collected and statistical analysis conducted with SPSS 12.0 by comparing the pretest and 
posttest case study scores, comparing the pretest and posttest self-appraisal survey 
information, and analyzing the results from the demographic profile and satisfaction 
survey. 
Conclusion 
There were five research questions addressed in this study regard ing the 
effectiveness of CAl as an education strategy for healthcare profes ionals on the topic of 
HIV/AIDS for continuing education. This secti on wil l provide the research que ti n nd 
a brief summarized response based on the conclusions from th finding thi tudy. 
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I. I · I an c; c live tr t gy among hcalthcare professionals to gain knowledge 
on lh t p1 Hl I ll '> 
n the finding f this r search study, this group of participants found this 
computer n 1 ted in tm tion -ROM to be an ffective strategy to educate and train 
i nals in th specialty ofHIV/AIDS. The participants demonstrated a 
slatisti ally ignilicant ga in in knowledge when comparing the pretest and posttest case 
study scores. ifly of the 66 research study participants passed the posttest on the first 
attempt. Therefore the participants who failed were given the option to retake the case 
study portion of the posttest to obtain the CEU/CME certificate. Five participants retook 
the posttest case study, 3 passed the test and 2 failed on the second attempt. Thus, a total 
of 53 participants earned a CEU/CME certificate or completion of the program 
certificate. 
2. Is gain ofknowledge different for participants of various healthcare 
professional job functions, employment settings, work locations, gender, ethnicity, and 
HIV+ patient volume? 
As previously stated, there was a statistically significant difference in the 
knowledge scores when comparing the pretest with the posttest. This group ofhealthcare 
professionals did not show a difference in the pretest and posttest knowledge scores 
based on their professional position, job function, employment setting, work I ation, 
gender, ethnicity, or HIV+ patient volume. 
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• · Will h ·alth arc.: pr fc 1 nal have a t tisti ca lly sign ificant difference in 
p· arc fl r pc pie living ' ith HI aner completing the 
"Ill\' rc\ cnti n, · rly Intervention and Health Promotion" CAl program? 
h1 v luati n r search study was able to demonstrate a statistically significant 
diffi ren e in a amp le of hea lthcare pro fessionals' perceived self-efficacy to care for 
people li ing with H f after completing an educational strategy treatment/intervention. 
Participants were also able to give specific examples of how this educational program 
changed their fee lings about caring for people with HIV. 
4. Will the participants ' perceived self-efficacy to utilize a CAl CD-ROM 
approach for continuing education change after the completion ofthe "HIV/AIDS 
Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health Promotion" CAl program? 
While the participants did show an increase in self-efficacy to care for people 
living with HIV, there was no statistical significance to demonstrate an increase in the 
participant's perceived self-efficacy to utilize a CAl CD-ROM approach for the purpose 
of continuing education as a result of the educational intervention. 
5. What is the level of satisfaction among the participants using this CAl strategy 
to obtain continuing education? Satisfaction is measured in terms of utility, format, 
aesthetics and cultural appropriateness ofthe CD ROM. 
This sample ofhealthcare professionals reported sati sfaction with this 
strategy to obtain continuing education . This statement is based n the re ult a 
satisfaction survey the participants completed at the end of the P llcst. ~,he pru1icip nt 
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ubk t pr '1dc me uggc ti hange and improve this educational 
lr. l 
Di cu sion and Implications 
tudy invc ti gated the healthcare professionals' knowledge, perceived self-
ffi acy. and crall l amcr satisfaction after completi ng a CAl CD-ROM on HIV/AIDS. 
The p rti ipant' kno ledge refers to the cognitive domain of learning, which is an 
essential asp ct of any educational program (Gallagher, 1996). Self-efficacy is associated 
with the healthcare professional's perceived confidence and capability to care for people 
living with HIV and identifying individuals at risk for HIV (Bandura, 1994). The overall 
satisfaction with the educational CD-ROM assesses the participant's view as to the 
performance of the CD-ROM as an educational tool and technical product. 
Knowledge 
The development of an educational program that will translate into an increase in 
an individual's knowledge can be a challenging task. The posttest correct scores in this 
study were significantly greater than the pretest correct scores. Tills supports the idea that 
CAI is an effective strategy among healthcare professionals to gain knowledge on the 
topic ofHIV/AIDS. This may be patiially explained by the way in which the developers 
of the CD-ROM addressed two of the challenges discussed by the National Institute of 
Education (1984) to maximize knowledge gains (cited by Gallagher, 1996). This w 
accomplished by the HIV educational program objectives being pr idcd at th 
beginning oftbe CD-ROM, m1d the interactive too ls utili zed in the finn ofca • ludic 
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d ~ 11-qut// ·. I he •fie II\ nc d m n trated with thjs AI CD-ROM educational 
pro mm. 'ahdat d by an mer as in knov ledge scores, is also consistent with other 
rc rch tudt that hav tab li shed increased knowledge through an educational 
pr biT: m urr n ct al. 2 0; Huba et al., 2000b; Messmer et al. , 1998; Sowell eta!., 
1 9 ; ut h ct al., 20 4 . 
Another e planation for this positive result of increased knowledge could be 
related to the hybrid format of the CD-ROM. This created a learning environment that 
pro ided a large amount of multimedia information for participants to access from the 
Internet. Tills is consistent with studies evaluating a hybrid delivery system for 
physicians in the fie ld of dermatology (Curran et al., 2000), and a CAl program for 
medical residents on AIDS infection control (Garrett, 1990). These fmdings are also 
consistent with Wutoh et al. (2004) that documented an increase in knowledge during a 
review of 16 research sturues that compared traditional and Internet-based continuing 
education. 
In contrast, this study refutes general educational programs discussed in the 
review of literature (Eagle & Brouard, 1995). This inconsistency in the li terature may 
cause some confusion in the educational arena regarding the most effective strategies for 
continlling healthcare professional education. Landon et a!. (2002 reported that HTV 
knowledge was linked to the HIV-infected patient caseload of the healthcare profe i nal 
rather than to the expertise or the area of speciali zation. However in thi r arch tudy, 
the number ofHN/AIDS pati ents treated in th past m nth was n t rclat d l the pr t l 
c t ud. k n '' I • gc rc , or to kno\i ledge gain scores. One postulate to 
e pi an thi the "ide rang of cas load numbers in this study. This variation 
ma; m k pre' iou kn "lcdgc thr ugh e perience and inaccurately suggest that 
kn "lc g gain "cr rclat d to th content of the educational program. 
In thi n.:scarch tud kn wledge gain scores are not sigrtificantly different 
b t\\ n fri an mcri an and aucasian participants, males and females, job settings, 
profc sions primary roles, or practice specialties. These results are similar to 
Liljestrand' (2004) in that demographic variables such as gender, race, practice setting 
were not predictors for healthcare professionals ' continuing education attendance, 
satisfaction with skills, or willingness to provide HN care. 
Urban participants had sigrtificantly greater posttest knowledge scores than rural 
participants, even after controlling for individual differences of pretest scores. This 
information validates the importance of and need for rural healthcare professionals to 
have accessible, affordable, convenient, and flexible HN educational programs (Suggs et 
al., 1998). Lewis and Miramontes (1999) found that nurse practitioners in rural areas 
preferred attending an educational program in their local areas rather than traveling. 
Therefore, CAl may be an ideal educational strategy for rural healthcare professionals to 
who wish to be updated regarding the rapidly changing treatment guidelines and 
recommendations in the specialty ofHIV/AIDS. 
The number of hours participants spent to complete the ducati naltrainin J 
program was significantly related to their posttest know! dgc sc r ; an incrca in the 
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num ·r I h ur related t an 111 rca e in th posHest kno~ ledge score. Conversely, a 
in the time pent rcvic\ ing th -ROM was related to a decrease in the 
rc . omc hcalthcare professionals may have encountered issues 
rclal d t lirntte!d lime t r vi w the D-R M for an extended period of time. They may 
ha\C initially th ught this educational program to be a quick and easy way to earn 6 
continuing du ation units or 5 continuing medical education credits. 
Perceived elf-Efficacy 
Total percei ed self-efficacy scores were significantly greater at the end of the 
study than at the beginning. As described in Chapter 4, the 17 perceived self-efficacy 
items loaded to create two factors, concepts and computer use. Results show that 
perceived self-efficacy toward HIV I AIDS concepts was significantly greater at the end of 
the study than at the beginning. 
These findings strongly support the results of a study in which nurses reported 
increased professional preparedness to care for people Jiving with HIV after an HIV 
classroom and internship program (Sowell et al., 1998). The findings in both of these 
research studies resonate with the concept of self-efficacy in the work of Albert 
Bandura's social cognitive theory. The theory posits that people who function with high 
levels of self-efficacy promote an environment of confidence, self-satisfaction and insight 
that they can achieve what they think they can achieve (Bandura, 1994· Pajarc 2002 . 
This theory serves as a framework to explain the association of how the initi I p rc i cd 
self-efficacy scores were signi-ficantly related to initial kn ' I dg 
9 
in th partt tpant' · p~.:r j, cd I f-effi acy" as related to increased knowledge 
• nd a d rca dg cores were related to decreases in perceived self-
. '}. tmtlarl '. fin I per civcd self-efficacy scores were significantly related to final 
·n wlcdgc ore . 
H v. ever, th parti ipants' perceived self-efficacy toward computer use did not 
ignificantly change. Thi contrasting finding is not surprising. The actual question was, 
"hO\ well can you use a CD-ROM to obtain continuing education?" The participants had 
marginally great r perceived self-efficacy scores at the end of the study than at the 
beginning. To explain this finding, we must observe the participants' pretest perceived 
self-efficacy scores for this question. At the entrance of this CAl CD-ROM educational 
program the participant ' s average score was 5.49, corresponding to above ''pretty well" 
on the 7 point Iikert scale. This is not surprising, because the healthcare professional is 
volunteering to utilize a CAl method for continuing education. Also, it was not an 
educational objective of the program to increase the computer skills of the healthcare 
professionals as a result of completing this CAl CD-ROM. 
Another interesting fmding is that the number of hours participants spent to 
complete the educational training program was significantly related to their posttest 
perceived self-efficacy scores toward computer use. An increase in the number of hour 
was related to a decrease in the posttest perceived self-efficacy scores toward computer 
use. Conversely, a decrease in the number of hours spent reviewing th -R M ' 
related to an increase in the posttest perceived sci f-effi ·acy s r t v ard c mput r u c. 
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t m · b pi· incd imp! . in that p oplc that h e more confidence with computer 
nd ktll rl:quin.:d lcs tim to na\ igat the D-ROM and complete the 
c u ali nalpr gr m.ll \\C\cr. th pcrcei cdself-efficacyscoreswerenotsignificantly 
rc.:lat d t the num cr f H I I lD patients treated in the past month. 
/Ill ' AID · Test item. 
Participants were more likely to choose the correct answer than an incorrect 
ans\ r for all pretest and posttest items except item #9 on the pretest. The question 
relates to immunizations the HIV I AIDS patient described in the case study should have. 
The majority of participants answered all of the above (Varicella vaccine, hepatitis B 
vaccine, pneumococcal vaccine, and measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine), followed by 
varicella, and pneumococcal." The correct answer is both hepatitis B vaccine and 
pneumococcal vaccine. Only 24 participants answered this question correctly. Similarly, 
in a national sample of physicians and nurses, only 30% of the nurses and 61% of the 
physicians correctly answered a question about HIV and Hepatitis B transmission with a 
needle stick (Colombotos et al., 1995). There may be some general confusion on the topic 
of hepatitis among healthcare professionals .that do not specialize in infectious disease. 
Thus, this finding draws attention to the need for continuing education about the 
important topic. 
Satisfaction 
The participants were asked to complete a satisfaction survey as part ofthe 
posttest. The results verified customer approval and satisfaction with th educational 
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p •rom. Th1 · vcrall p iti e atisfaction is a significant finding; especially 
the act that thi i the fir t dition of the AI D-ROM. Participants rated the 
. 6, or 7 on a 7 p int Iikert scale, indicating they were satisfied with the 
the D-R M. This specifically included the graphics (84.6%), 
read ihty rthc font size (80. %), visual appearance of the content information 
( 4.6%), ound ( 2.3), layout design (84.6%), and the ability to navigate throughout the 
s ctions ( 0. 7% . 
Two questions were asked to assess for threats to internal validity. Responses 
indicate that only 15 participants reported having attended any HIV-related education 
program that increased their HIV knowledge since completing the pretest. However, 
statistical tests comparing those who attended an HIV related program and those who did 
not, revealed no statistical significant difference on posttest knowledge or self-efficacy 
scores. Responses to the second question indicate that 8 of these individuals, as well as 
five additional participants, reported that there had been an event in their life since the 
pretest other than the educational program that increased their HIV knowledge. Similarly, 
statistical test comparing those who had an event in their life and those who had not, 
revealed no statistical significant difference on posttest knowledge or self-efficacy scores. 
Eighty-nine percent of the participants reported being high ly likely to take another 
HIV educational CD-ROM and approximately 91% would recommend thi HIV 
educational CD-ROM to other healthcare professionals. The parti ipant at 
that the educational program moderately changed their feeling ~ r c ri ng fl r P pi 
li\ in 'ith Jll \ . furthcnn rc, .2% f the participants reported that information 
pre nt d n the · R I w ullurally appropriate for their culture. They also 
r rt ·d the) \\ rc hi gh! ' ati fied that the content of the CD-ROM would help them care 
fl r p pi Ji, ing with Ill in a more cu lturally sensitive manner. 
h • participant in this e aluation study reported taking an average of almost five 
and hal hours to complete th educational training program. The developers of the CAl 
D-ROM e timated the time to complete program to be 5 to 6 hours. One participant 
reported re iewing the CD-ROM for 20 hours, 2 participants gave a high time frame of 
40 hours to complete the educational CD-ROM program, with the remaining range being 
from 1 to 8 hours. 
Eighty-seven percent of the participants reported that the teaching/learning 
resources were relatively appropriate and effective. Eighty-three percent reported the 
educational program had an impact on the way they approach their patients, and that the 
activity addressed their professional needs . Strikingly, a total of90.8% ranked the 
educational activity to be worth their time and effort. Moreover, 93.9% concurred that the 
activity is free of commercial bias and 96.9% agreed that the objectives relate to the 
overall purpose or goal of the activity. 
The results ofthis survey demonstrate participants ' overall satisfaction with the 
CAl educational CD-ROM program. Furthennore, the satisfaction result with this 
ROM as an educational tool are consistent with the satisfaction and alu me ur 
rep011ed by Lemaire and Greene (2003). The D-R M gr up c n i t ntly pr td d 
4 
high ating th n d1d th u ing thre other electronic media methods of delivering 
c ntinuing ~du lion. 
neral Limitations 
h participants w r selected from a convenience sample ofhealthcare 
nal I catc<.l in the nited tates. For the purpose of this study, healthcare 
rofi ssional \ ere limited to registered nurses; advanced practice nurses/nurse 
practitioners, physicians and physician assistants. Therefore, participants are not 
representative of other healthcare professions, and results may not be generalizable to the 
other healthcare profess ionals served by the AETC. 
This educational strategy was limited to healthcare professionals that have access 
to a computer and have at least minimal computer navigational skills. The study was 
limited to participants with access to a computer with adequate specifications and 
software for the CD-ROM to run. The sample of participants was also limited to 
healthcare professionals that read and comprehend the written English language, because 
the CD-ROM is available in English only. 
Non-Completion 
Emails and phone calls stating inability to access and run the CD-ROM on 
computers at work were sent by many health care professionals from one of the main 
recruitment locations. Despite being offered access to an appropriat computer at the 
local AETC, many of these individuals did not complete the program. In an ort t 
capture the reasons for non-completion, an emai l was sent t the 142 p rticip nt that did 
5 
n tt the P nest. r ht.:. were "- done question and provided 5 possible multiple 
an w<:rs. he maj rit ' fthc 35 people that responded indicated that the time 
requir d I mplctc th -R M program prevented them from completing the 
P lt t. thcr r as n '' re related to increasing work responsibilities and competing life 
\'t.:nt th t pre cnted ompl tion of the program. These barriers are consistent with 
rc ruitmcnt pr blems and barriers encountered by other research studies in the literature 
(Alack Rankin 2002· Lemaire & Greene, 2003; Schmitt et al., 2004). 
Technical problems 
There was an unforeseeable problem that occurred when the http link 
malfunctioned. This malfunction inadvertently directed potential participants to another 
Elite Research Web site. This broken link issue was evaluated by three computer experts 
that mutually decided it was not preventable and was related to events that occur in the 
emailing transfer process. Therefore, the statement "If the link below is broken at the end: 
please copy and paste the first line of the link into your Web browser, then copy and 
paste the line below in your web browser" was placed before the link to provide 
instmctions to the potential participants in the event the link broke. 
The day after the issue with the broken link, a major computer crash occurred 
with the mainframe of the research company that managed the maintained the Web site 
and stored the data. Fortunately, there was no data lost because of computer backup 
mechanisms that were already .in place. The problem was later id ntiti d t · rclat d t 
the high number of people accessing the resear h study Web si te h st crv r l the m 
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lim~.:. Thc.·r • r•·, al~·utJ:tr<l '' ·r t · I b El . R h 
... '"o • <.: c pu 1n p e y lte esearc to prevent this problem 
from rc · ·umn 
ntinuc regarding whose responsibility it is to guarantee healthcare 
pr fc i nat mpet nc to pro ide healthcare services. Is it the state medical or nursing 
n ibility? ls it the employer's responsibility? Is it the employee's 
(healthcare professional) responsibility? Whatever the answers are to these questions, the 
fact that remains constant is that healthcare professionals will continue to have a need for 
continuing education to stay up to date with trends in healthcare and in their specific 
areas of specialty. 
Yet, healthcare professionals continue to have personal and professional barriers 
in obtaining continuing education. The arena of effective educational strategies available 
to healthcare professionals is improving. It has expanded to include strategies of 
computer assisted instruction. The implications for all types of health professionals and 
health educators are significant, exciting, promising, and challenging. 
The basics of educating healthcare professionals should remain constant as to the 
objectives to increase knowledge, improve patient care outcomes, and maximize the 
quality oflife for patients. The CAl format opens more doors to deliver necessary 
information for healthcare professionals to stay up-to-dat . The field of Ill /AID 
education is widening to work with technical experts to design and de elop c mput r 
assisted educational programs that arc balanced with in[i rmati n and l hn ical d · icc . 
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Recommendations 
1 ht c\ a luau n rc car h tudy of a computer assisted instruction CD-ROM 
pr gn m a trutcg ducatc h alth professionals provides an opportunity for planners 
of H l du ati n programs to impro e future programs. This educational program has 
proven t b ·an ffe ti e 111 thod to increase knowledge and perceived self-efficacy of 
healthcarc profc ionals to care for people living with HIV. It is important to build upon 
this AI D-R M program, along with needs assessments of the intended audience, to 
de elop educational programs in other specialties. Two different themes that have 
emerged from the results of this study are focused on HIV/AIDS education and CAl CD-
ROM technology. Recommendations from the participants and suggestions for future 
investigations follow. 
Participants ' Recommendations for Improving the CAl CD-ROM 
1. "Should be able to open Web links in a new window with a click. " 
2. "Ability to minimize entire screen, for users to have the availability of multi-tasking". 
3. "The ability to use with either a PC or a MAC computer. " 
4. "More issues that are affecting the African Americans, Hispanic/Latina, and female 
populations. " 
5. "HIV counseling certification" and "Initiation of ART doses and how th J are 
determined. " 
6. "More interactive. " 
7. "Teens and HIV " 
8 
"171 1101 t'.\ got anno_lmg .'' 
9. 'rupJuc.\ : "lthmk that more detailed graphics might help this CD. From the 
b •ginnmg ro end 1 fi It us though the 'D graphics were rather primitive", and 
" ,raplu · on •a h pag would have made it more visually app ealing ", and 
"In r a e gmphi s would be nice ". 
10. "Printing: "B ller ability to copy/paste & print some of the web site info", "better 
printing capabilities", and ''Much of the format wasn't printer friendly". 
Recommendations for HIV/AJDS Education 
1. This study should be compared with a traditional HIV continuing education program 
with identical content presented. For example, self-study print-based materials, or a 1-
day workshop or seminar. 
2. This study should be expanded to include measuring the participant's attitudes, 
behaviors, and practice changes as a result of the educational program. 
3. Perform a follow-up study 6 to 12 months after completion of the educational 
program to identify system changes as a direct result of the program. 
4. Utilizing the suggestions from the participants to create educational programs that are 
learner-centered, interactive, and based on the needs of the intended audience. 
Recommendations related to Computer Assisted Instruction, CD-ROM 
1. Investigate the possibility of making the entire educational program down! ad lc 
directly from the educational agency Web site. 
9 
In rp rate l kph nc-ba cdc n ult live rvices with the Al educational program, 
the I ·amc.:r can bla111 te hni al assistance for problems related to the CD-ROM. 
3. B " Ill\: f the lc on learned from undergraduate and graduate distance 
cducatt n pr gr m and utili7e AI as an adjunct to traditional educational strategies. 
:du :.ltton progran1 arc ita! fo r healthcare profess ionals to maintain competency 
in their indi idual areas of practice in order to provide quality healthcare. This is 
especially important in light of the ri sing numbers ofHIV/AIDS in the United States and 
worldwide. This evaluation research study has shown computer assisted instruction to be 
an effective strategy to educate and train healthcare professionals about HIV/AIDS for 
the purpose of continuing education. The results of this research study confirm that the 
concept of self-efficacy, as a theoretical framework for increasing knowledge on 
HIV/AIDS, can improv e a healthcare professional's perceived capability to care for 
people living with HIV I AIDS. 
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<-......,ntinuing Education Units 
f ....... r "' hours credit in Nursing and 5 hours 
:..._~., "·he Umversity of Colorado School of 
Mt:.dtc•ne Accredited by ACCME 
HIV I AIDS PREVENTION, EARLY INTERVENTION & 
HEALTH PROMOTION: 
A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM CD-ROM 
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE? 
Registered Nurses 
Advanced Practice Nurses 
Physicians 
Physician Assistants 
How CAN I SIGN UP? 
Log on to www.???.com 
QUESTIONS? 
Contact Paula Reid at 214-590-4548 
Beeper: 214-786-2129 Email: preid@parknet.pmh.org 
CD-ROM De•!eioped by: Mountain Plains AIDS Education & Training Center 
:=valuation ~eszcrch ProJ£-cT : Paula Rei d , RNC, WHCNP, PHD(c). Nurse Pract1t1oner 
HIIJ Services Departmerrt a t Parkland Health & Hospital S~stem , and AdJunct 
Facultv for T ~xas/Oklahoma AIDS Education & Trainmg Center 
1 I 8 
II 
'' 0'/•"lll. 
...... f'l)ly lo ll"')ly AII Read La ter Properties 
To: 
t : r 18, 2004 9 11 PM 
ee.t: er Emall Announcement 
Con t*lg Ed bon Units 
~ 01 6 hOu cnld111n Nurs~ng and 5 hours AMA PRA by the University of Colorado School of 
one Aot:;;retj by ACCME 
HIVIAJOS PREVENTlON, EARLY INTERVENTION & HEALTH PROMOTION: A CONTINUING 
EDUCATION PROGRAM CO-ROM 
'MiO CAN PARTlCIPATE? 
Rog red NUI'AI 
AdVancod PmdiOe Nurses 
Physlcaans 
PhysiCian Assistants 
HOW CAN I SIGN UP? 
Log on to :ww ''' com 
QUESTIONS? 
ContaCt Paula Reid at 214-590-4548 
Beeper: 214-786-2129 
Email: preld@parknelpmh.org 
CD-ROM developed by: Mountain Plains AIDS Education & Training Center 
Evaluation Research Project Paula Reid, RNC, PhD( c) Nurse Practitioner, HIV Services Department at 
Pa!1(fand Healttl & Hospital System 
Adjunct Faculty for Texas/Oklahoma AIDS Education & Training Center 
Attention Potential Parkland Participants: The CD-ROM will only run on the Pa!1(fand "Custom Computers." 
Contact Paula Reid for an available "Custom Computer" near you. 
http://webmaill .pmh.org/serv let/webacc?action=[ tem.Read& User .context=gl7hn8Xo9spe... 12/1612004 
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II 
Frcwn. 
To. 
O.t : 
Kt: 
ss 
Continuing Educa Unt 
Pr opet t lf:.>S 
~ 6 noun Ct'lld1t 1n Nursing and 5 hours AMA PRA by the Urwersrty of Colorado School of 
~ Aocnld• by ACCME 
HIVIAJOS PREVENllON, EARLY INltRVENllON & HEALTH PROMOllON: A CONTINUING 
EOUCATlON PROGRAM CD-ROM 
IMiO CAN PA.RnCIPATE? 
Regllttred Nuraes 
AdvtlnOOd PI'IICtlce Nurses 
Pllysc.ns 
Phyalclan Assistants 
HOW CAN I SIGN UP? 
Log on to ... 
OUESllONS? 
Contact Paula Reid at 214-590-4548 
Beeper. ~14-788--2129 
Email. preld@parknetpmh org 
CD-ROM developed by: Mountain Plains AIDS Education & Training Center 
Evaluation Research Project Paula Reid, RNC, PhD(c)Nurse Practitioner. HIV Services Department at 
Par1dand Health & Hospital System 
Adjunct Faculty for Texas/Oklahoma AIDS Education & Training Center 
http:/ /webmail2.pmhoorg/servlet/webacc?action=ltemoRead& Userocontext=hvfqr3Za2iuflo 00 1212012004 
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Rc e rch tud ' In tructions 
nlinc urvey Web site 
• fthi v luation research project is to evaluate the 
Pri a ') / · n Hi ntiulity tat m nt : h infom1ation that you provide will be handled 
\\ llh t tal nva y and c n fidcnti a lity. The researcher wi ll not access any infom1ation that 
1d ·nufi~.: the parti ipant by name. " research study ID code" wi ll be assigned to each 
parti 1pant anti placed on yo ur D-R OM holder that will be mailed after completion of 
the pr tc t. Thi is a pro ss that will be conducted by a faculty member from a non-
affiliated univ r it . In addit ion, a clerical research assistant will process all continuing 
c.du ation mat ri al forms required for obtaining a continuing education certificate . 
. ontinuing Educational redit: The University Of Colorado School OfMedicine in 
collaboration with the Mountain Plains AIDS Education & Training Center (MPAETC) 
appro es th is educational program for 6 hours Nursing credit and 5 hours AMA PRA 
accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME). 
Procedure: This evaluation research project will consist of a pre-test and post-test to 
assess know ledge gained and satisfaction with this educational method. The steps are as 
follows: 
1. Complete the pretest survey online, which consist of: 
• "HRSA AIDS Education and Training Centers Participant Information Form", 
United States Federal Government OMB Form. 
• Self-Appraisal 
• Case Study pretest 
2. The self-study educational CD-ROM on "HN/AIDS Prevention, Early 
Intervention, and Health Promotion" will be mailed to the contact information 
provided at the end of the pre-test case study. 
3. Study and review the educational CD-ROM . . 
4. Return to the research study Web site and complete the post-test onlme wh1ch 
consist of: 
• Case Study post-test 
• Self-Appraisal (post educational program CD-ROM) 
• Final Evaluation Survey . . 
s. Continuing education certificate that has been approved for 6 hours N~1:smg cred1t 
and 5 hours AMA PRA by the University of Colorado School ofMed1cmc 
122 
ate: h_ the A rcditation un il for onlinuing Medical Education 
1 ·)."Ill b • math:d t y u at the on tact infom1ation provided in step 2. All 
p. r1 the: r roJ~ t mu ·t be mplcted an core 75% on th post-test case study 
in rJc:r t bt&lln ntmumg cducati n certifi cate. 
Y ur 1 artt ip.ttton i \ luntaf') and gr all appr ciated. You may remove yomselffrom 
tht c\ .tlu.uion rc eM h proJect at an. time. be ubmission of your completed 
qu onouir "ith ntn t in ormation constitutes your informed consent to act as a 
p rtidp nt in thi r · arch. 
Th nk y u 111 mh an fi r y ur participation in this research project. 
Paula\' Rc.::id. R ·. \.\:II P. Ph (c) 
u~; tion : all Paula at 214-590-4548 (office) or 214-786-2129 (Beeper) 
mail: pr id~1 p rknct.pmh.org 
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~~ I I \"ll.R 
Alll"J ~\ 
"'ltc.t~P f ••D(c) 
~ •·•tt ""'lloor<i 1 Cl•uumon 
Jonuor;' :'4 
bempl From 1118 Review 
}( t.. ( •• '/ 
I'!. '"''0 ll.QtJ:J.lliillu tCI AsSISted Instruction as a Strategy for HIV/AIDS 
~'''Qfl 1'- 11 illl09 tQLHeol th C are Professionals 
li~_..,,.,w Booro consoders !hot lh1s research is exemp t in accordance with the 
uto t 1on~. Ttlle 4!>. Port 46. Sub-par1 IOl(b)(l) as revised November 13,2001. 
r v1 w o t this study by the tRB IS not required unless the protocol changes in the use of 
hvrnon sul),• cts In l llot case the study must be resubmitted immediately to the Boord. Please 
IOtm It IRB wl Hrl lhos resr'orch is completed 
II you hove any quesltom rcloted to this research o r the IRB. you may telephone Jon Horrell. at 
114.6.48.9453. 
RB/iw 
5323 Harry Hines Boolevard, Cl.206/ Dallas, Texas 75390-8843/ (2 14)648-3000 Fu (11 4)648-2171 
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""~ f'togrom> 
lon T ~6204 5619 
fa• 9A{) 898 ·3416 
- ------- ·- -
Rt TAt F. ct11· 110 • tJf ( wnprllt'r .·Lur.sted lrrstn1ctron as a Stra tegy for HJVIAJDS Education and 
Tt/1111111 • fw llra/Jh Care l'n•J<".ftollafr 
lbc: abo'~ re(CTcnced 'ludy hns been rn~e...,cd by the TWU institutional Review Board (IRB) and has 
been dttt:mllnCd 10 be aempr from funh.:r re \iew because it has been reviewed and approved by an IRB 
atlbc: ruvcrsuy ofTc.u.s. Southwestern MedJcal Center at Dallas. 
Another reVJe"' by the rwu 1RB 1s reqwred if your project changes in any way, and the TWU IRB must 
be notUied ID'IIJlCdJacdy regardmg any adverse events. If you have any questions, feel free to call the 
TWU lnsntutional Review Board at the phone number listed above. 
cc. Dr. Susan Ward, Department of Health Studies 
Dr. Jody Oomen, Department of Health Studies 
Graduate School 
Sincerely, 
~dl~-
Dr. David Nichols, Chair 
Institutional Review Board -Denton 
Simply the BEST 
]26 
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T 
tJ1 Study 
--
----- - - ------- -
loon Commrttce Chalf for Paula Re•d 
P MSN 
lhrot>Qh on a oonversatJon With Dr . NIChols today regarding an addition to my 
tudy Tl\o~ r ~oorell study was g1ven IRS exempt approval on February 8, 2005. 
li ol Computer Assisted Instruction as a Strategy for HIV/A IDS Education 
ProfessJOnals 
S&.ll7y Add4lcn M di$0Js.5100 W!tl1 Dr Jody Oomen (committee member), it was suggested to place 
pertJOpants mto a raffle drawing when the post- test is completed by the current study 
endng dal d JLAy 1 , 2005 There wtll be two raffle drawings. The prize for the first one will be a 
$100.00 oortJfiC8 foc amazon oom. The priZe for the second raffle drawing will be a $100.00 gift 
CI!RI fur Target nus addrtJon wtll be 10duded in a reminder emails that are scheduled to be sent out in 
May llf1d ~ 2005 
.'ly anent diSSertatiOn committee cha1r, Dr. W illiam Cissell was informed of this addition and is in 
egeemen Dr CISsell drrected me to contact Dr .Nichols w ith IRS, that instructed me to write-up what 
be done., the form of a memo to IRS. 
Thanks You. 
Paula V. Reid, RNC. WHCNP, PhD (c) 
512105 Confidential 
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0 tng" or CD-ROM: CAl & HIV Evaluation Research 
P r tCtpant : 
mtsh lm ! " We are anxiously awaiting your arrival. 
1 ton. all p rttelpants that complete the post test by July 
tll b nt red m 2 raffle drawings. 
: m zon.com g1ft certificate valued at $100.00 
Pnz : T rg t gtft card valued at $100.00 
r dy to complete the post test, please click on the link below or 
mto your web browser wi ndow the following link; 
http: //www.eltt -research .com I dev / TakeSurvey .asp?SurveyiD=lOH5n3M34n5M1 
Second Option: Send an email requesting the post test to 
CAI@eliteresearch.com. The web site link for the post test will be sent via 
email· reply. 
You are almost done!! Please, don ' t stop now and miss out on those 6 
valuable continuing education credits or 5 CME's! 
Study Tip: 
Schedule: 1.5 hours per week---- 4 weeks remaining 
Average: 15 minutes per day, with a free day each week 
You can do it! 
Thank You, Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD(c) 
CAl Research Evaluation Project, Principal Investigator 
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1 J pre wuon l ra" mg t; l Winner E-mail 
m J h.·., c I t~' tnlorm you that you are the winner of the Appreciation 
tth ·' !andot.n number · table. As the winner of the first drawing you 
t:ft tit · .tk hlt .\ m.11o n.com. To receive more details and discuss 
lie 1 . ,,ur JHt/c:. ~ llll.tc t me \ ia email reply or phone at 214-590-4548. 
·~ cr. mu h f u \ nlunt~c:nng to b a participant in this evaluation research 
ll u lP~ · lutur · Ill\ c:ducati onal programs. Your time and participation is 
ppr 11lc I. 
Paul R·td R '.\\'1 1 ' P. Phf c 
Prin tp 1 In c:tr •ator 
Appr ciation Drawing #2 Winner E-mail 
Title: Congratulations AI "Appreciation Drawing" Winner 
Congratulations, I am pleased to inform you that you are the winner of the Appreciation 
Drawing conducted with a random numbers table. As the winner of the second drawing 
you have won a gift card for Target department stores in the amount of$100. To receive 
more details and discuss how you can collect your prize, contact me via email reply or 
phone at 214-590-4548. 
Thank you very much for volunteering to be a participant in this evaluation research 
project to improve future HIV educational programs. Your time and participation is 
greatly appreciated. 
Paula Reid, RNC, WHCNP, PhDc 
Principal Investigator 
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I nt.tl C A I Progr.un Eva luation E-mai 1 
l n cml·nt \ll "\ppre iati n rawing" Winner's 
t ·' 1 ·r tltl.tl not~: to say thank you for completing the Computer 
ll n (( :\ ll I· \ .tlu.ttlon Rc carch Project fo r the "HIV/AIDS Prevention, 
lk.dth Pnm10t1 n", an educational CD-ROM program. 
'Jlc.ls llo anrHHlll ·e the "Appreciation Draw ing" has been completed. This 
h • . r.!lldun\ numb~:r tubk selection process . The witmers have been 
111 · .sll~. >Ill' from the ·tate f T exas, and another from the state from North 
· mu h f r parll ·ipat ing in this proj ect, it is greatly 
Paul R id. R ' . \V II ' 1 P. Ph c 
Prin ipal Inn: tigat r 
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I r m lhl· I' ·:u1-
n tn · w ys that the School and Chapter are working together 
to cholar htp support of BSN students Delta Theta Tau 
r r Vl!l J S 10 000 endowment in 2003 that result in a $500 
r tu to • B 'N tudent annually 1n perpetuity. The March ih 2005 
m r Lunct1eon prov1ded the opportunity for Deborah Green to 
1 II I .Ita Theta Tau Chapter Scholarship recipients, Rochelle 
m ld I lu..ahcth Kmght and learn more about their background, 
m nls and goals The students will feel an especially close 
ton and I expect will want to be members of SlT. They will also 
lly s the benefrts of scholarship support and therefore more 
nt to g1ve back to other students through mentoring and as well 
on lton• lor UTA student scholarships. This is a wonderful way for 
ch pi •r to c• te Important li fe long linkages with our BSN students 
th chapter's future members. 
On th g · nda for the near future is another collaborative initiative, the 
namtng of il room in the School that wi ll officially serve as Delta Theta 
Chapter's home site We are well on the way with planning efforts and 
look forward to the dedication of the room. 
Elizabeth C. Poster, PhD, RN, FAAN 
1 
Treasurer 
Vice-President 
I 
I 
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-- --- ---- - ---- -----1 
FREE CEU ' s: Evaluation Research Project! 
Approved for 6 hours credit in Nursing and 5 hours AI-M PRA by 
the 
University of Colorado School of Medicine Accredited by ACCME 
"HIV I AIDS PREVENTION, EARLY INTERVENTION fr HEALTH 
PROMOTION: 
A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM CD-ROM" 
Log on to the following website: 
http: I I elite-
research. easycr!i. com/ dev /TakeSurvey. asp?SurveyiD=341lm3L29 
m33G 
Please pass the word to other healthcare professionals! 
I Questions: Contact Paula Reid at 214-590-4548 (Parkland ~~~~~t:~ ___ ~ail: preid@parknet.pm~ --- __ J 
Chair of Leadership and Succession Committee & 3 
elected members 
For more information, 
please contact: 
barr@ula.edu Members of Governance Committee 3 elected 
members 
@2003 Sigma Theta Tau International 
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1t nu\·1.-r fV.tJ 11111111h' la te:, 
f h t' th~u Hr\ rt It 1 h.r.J tor 
C: I t I IIOH had the ptt\llc-~•t ot IK-111!! 
Y(l\'' ) JCrr f,,r 11\t·t t"''o nwmth~ 
't (MI ht; tin 1111t knou rue. I h;.tvC" 
a nlntlbc•r ut nut < h~rurr tor ~h •Itt I\' mon· 
\\,.uf I rnnr-uthrr ntn~ t J.lxnu m\' 
uonal n ciJfl• I not dJC p<·.d<t·r or dlC' 
I, but I ·•m1 ... -dnmu:- I rt•C'c:l\'t·J from 
~Die &tl II eud.llllH' oJ the drdJr~uun tu the 
cmp ct and the' I I 1\' c<>1nrnumry that 1 srm"d I'< ow 
that I .m ptc::r pro~dem, I would l1ke to take this 
oppo to hare wlfh vou my personal 
phll.osopbyand vwon fnr the chapter's future 
Nonce that I began t.luJ. n •c•sag<· by talking 
:mollt being the pl'eSldcnt of Y UR chapter. This is 
IIIIpOrtant to me beca~ I beheve that o ur ANAC 
chapter will only be as good as what we, the 
tnembea, are willing to do not only for the chapter, 
but for the community. As the year p rogresses, I 
challenge each member to take rime to consider 
v~ for one o f o w: community service 
activities or volunteering to help make a differ=ce in 
our chapter. Working for the chapter does not 
ttquire that you hold an office, because there is 
always a need for help w:ith special activities or 
initiatives. If you are nor sure what opportunities are 
available-just ask a member of the Executive 
Committee- there is always something to do. If this is 
not a good year, then make the commitment for next 
year. It is also important that we continue to grow 
M.rcll2005 
( l 
1 I ~··I 4. J LAN f'-\ C.fli\PTFH 
our membershi p. Without new members and new 
IUca,. we will not flo urish as a chapter. Remember 
th:u )'UU ca~1 also contribute to our chapter by inviting 
o tl.cr UJdtvttluals who are dedicated to the delivery of 
hcalthc:uc to persons infected or affected by HIV to 
hccoruc members. As the president, I want each 
member ro know that the Executive Committee 
works for )'OtL However, if m::mbers do not voice 
t hci r recommendations or concerns, it is left to the 
E xecu tive Committee to determine what is best fn r 
the chapter. Therefore, if you have an opinion or a 
proposal that you believe will benefit the chapter, 
plan to attend one of the bimonthly Executive 
Committee meetings or you can email or call one of 
the co mmittee members. The Executive Committee 
is always looking for fresh ideas! 
At our next meeting, I urge every one to 
network not only with those individuals you already 
know, but to introduce yourself to someone you have 
not seen at one of our previous meetings. Our 
meetings are a great opportunity for building bridges 
within the HIV co=unity. Please take advantage of 
them. 
Over the next year, I hope 1 have the 
opportunity to meet each and every one of you at our 
educational meetings, as this is my personal goal. Let 
me end by saying that this is a great organization, an 
exceptional chapter, and I beliC\'e "the best is yet to 
comel" 
Thanks again for the opportunity to serve as 
your president. ~ 
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I'l lNG EDUCATION UNITS 
uncing and 5 hours AMA P RA by the University of 
\ n-cdit<'d hy ACCEME 
M.n:b2005 
10 , EARLY INTERVENTION & HEALTH PROMOTION· A 
• TION PR GRAM CD-ROM . 
bsitc or copy & paste the address below into your browser: 
If you !mow of anyone that would be interested and/ or eligible to participate in this 
project, please forward this email to them. 
QUESTIONS? 
Contact Paula Reid at 214-590-4548 
Beeper: 214-786-2129 
Email; pried@padroeq:nnh.mg 
CD-ROM Developed by: Mountain Plains AIDS Education & Training Center 
Evaluation Resean::h Project: Paula Reid, RNC, WHCNP, PHD©, Nurse Practitioner 
ffiV Services Department of Parkland Health & Hospital System, and Adjunct Faculty for 
Texas/Oklahoma AIDS Education & Training Center 
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B rwltt: )A 
. Onlin J 
• • ale'"' 1" ""~ ~n..lthr f'C'rfo:u com-
Nl l u t,»ut lltnt tnun 
• ltrr )ut>< I -00'>, occcss to} A A 
Onlmc woll be- r.....-r.ctl adu..ivdy for 
1\ .\I mrml,., ano.ljA AC ruboc-rtbns 
ltt conftl tuc r., ac4.C"S' dw 1ourna.l onlmr, 
uu • all OC~cl lU fC IU("r Plt"Ut" go ro 
"'"' .. 1.u • 11<1 "' ar><l follow Lhc: re ~>tr2· 
' ....,, "<1 rncla 11 you have: any quc:stioCl5 
u., prot.knt, , you can tontt.et Elsevirr's 
( Ullr•UH .,......Ill: hy uJlang (8()()) 654-
J-1 2 nnll frn- lJS & Canllda) or (407) 
1-1\ 1:!'1'} Out11tlcl l & C..nada). 
l:.x(>C'roc-ntc 1 hr full poco:ntial of your 
•ul>O< t1f>tooo 1n)A AC, and cake port m 
I hD AN A mo:mbrt benefic. Actrntt your 
nnJu\C atu·u now su www.ra.nacnet .org . 
ul! .. , lnr •><II «>I•> ol rll<' 1l~~rtl cdotann of the DIStill· 
nut ciHn t nf~ lnu UfM (1\lr 01('1Ul.xn as UUfS.C:' expertS On 
y,,., '""' h.o,·r unrn.-.lour LC(t"S5 hy gorng rn hnp:/1 
runs f"'l• k< wre-n liSt php Con;1der invotins • Discin-
, t"W"I 'h.rrcr con1muruf) or m.sutut1on event T.'lk.c a.c..iv:an-
r and c P<'"'"" .._,) ,,.. pl.~.n your programs 
un nf for ~ Onclopmcru ln1tUil1Ve tS a component of The Inrerna-
~&F.duuu<Ut(rntc-r nn HIV 0 -TFCH) The goal ofcheNursing Iniria-
119t a to ck<rdop •ttatc sn 10 11.1un rnour« poor cnun Lries build capacity for che effec-
~ckplorment oillUI"Id Ill AJD urc t!ut mcrease comper<ncy i.n their roles as educa-
tOR, tcs, and carcra.k.~ flutld•n!l on che foundation ofi-TECH and che &arne-
work ol the U.BIIl8 WorH rcc Dcvcloprocnc I nitiarivc, the principle objective is to 
work dtt-cnly "'tth nunn U1 resource poor serungs co assist in initiating councry specific 
apacuy ck<relopmc:or acm·""' These actavllies will focus on Lhree c:sseoria.J compo-
nmu. p~ce ounms prepanuon, mcntorship and nursing workforce issues. The 
I-TEOi Nunin Workforce Devdopment I nirjative activities are presently underway 
in Ma.lawi a.od Ethtop•a . For more info rmation visit the I-TECH website: 
'""".go2it«h.com or contact Mary .Ann Vir:icllo at mav4@u.washingron.edu or Carmen 
l'ortilloa.tartllftl.porrillo@nursins.ucsf.~u. 
Free CEU's! -CD-ROM Evaluation 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
REPORT 
ADELE WEBB 
It is so exciting to 
hear about all of the 
chapters tlut are hosting 
education days and 
spring meetings . Since 
the chapter me.rings 
held last year, there has 
certainly been an upturn 
of uctivi ty in each of Lhe 
chapters . In addition, 
funded chapter meetings on oew medica-
tions and co-infection have brought some 
chapcers rogether as they hosted joint 
meetings around these special topics . 
The midyear conference is fasc ap-
proaching and the agenda is quite stimu-
lating . This meeting presents an excel-
leor opportunity for our researchers ro 
hear what their colleagues are doing as 
well as share their own research projects. 
Watch rhe website for information about 
next year's midyear conference. 
As always, we are looking ahead to 
November. Sitting in Oruo right now i.n 
the winter weac:ber makes Orlando look 
extcemely attractive as a venue. For those 
of you who have never been to the Swan 
Hotel, it offers state of c:be art meeting 
space, comfortable rooms and ample en-
tenainmeor. The C..U for Abstracts has 
been distributed. The Exhibitor Prospec-
tuS is available. Look for the Preliminary 
ProgcamJuly lst. 
The Nominations process io under-
way. Watch your mail for your ball or and 
make youc vote cotrnr. Also - consider 
nominating yourself or a colleague for an 
ANAC award. Information will be out in 
c:be nexr month regarding available awards 
aod the associated criteria. 
1 Pree Conr:inuing Educa.tion llniu! Approved for 6 hours credir in Nursing and 5 boucs AMA PRA by the University of 
Colorado School of Medicine Accredited b)· ACCME 
HIV/AIDSPREVEN110N, EART.Y INTERVENTION & HEALTH PROMOTION: A CONTINUING EDUCATION PRO-
GRAM CD-ROM 
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE? R~scered Nunes. Advanced Practice Nurses, Physicians, Physician Aosistant5 
HOW CAN I SIGN UP? Log on to the follow-ins web site: h«&>:l/elite·reseaccb t:~~~~ycii com/dey/ 
TWfjurny,up?Surn:yiD- HI Jm3!29mHG 
ANAC MEMBERS: PLEASE HELP RECRUIT!! We invirc you to participate in d1is free CEU offo:ring aod help u.s rcou11 Plc:uc 
hdp gtt th~ wocd out about this edu.cacional opponunity ro your J>C<"S, friends, colleagues, and physicians that ore dijjible If y~ 
1<now of anyone: that would be interested and/or eli$ible to participate in this project, plt-aSC share tbi.t informaCion and the web me . 
QUJ!STJONS? 
tooact Paulo Reid ar 214-590-4548, beeper: 214-786-2129 oc email: prdd@parkncc.pmh.org.CD-ROM Ocvdoptd hy : 
~ouncain Plains AIDS Education & Tna.ining Center Evaluation RL~ch Project: Paula Reid, RNC, WHc:NP, I'HO(c), Nune 
Praccition<or HIV Services Deparrment at Parkland He31Lh & Hospital System, and Adjunct faculty for Tau/Oklahoma AIDS 
F.ducacion & Tnoining Cenc.-r 
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I IRS:\ \I D. I ducation and Training Centers 
Patttcipant Information Fotm 
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"G (s.Nc:1 one) 
0 r~""'-'""''"'""'P"'~~ 
Q Gll:)ll Olf'l'( "'-"""'G COniC 0 , __ -Setw:e 
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o.varu...., (CBOi 
0 ~ Pubic >looM AQency 
I employment settlng 
'::'~~~=-~:...:..:'F3:=:-t::::;-::=:.----;:;::- No Don't Know 
----··--- - -
OMB No. 0915-0281 
Explros: 1213112006 
[J]tDJtDJ 
M M 0 0 V Y 
Today'a Date 
ls Your Gender. 0 Female 0 Male 0 T,.nsgender 
10 Which of the following statements describes the way In which you 
mo.t often provide ooNices for HIV/AIDS patients (Select one). 
0 NotiPI)he:ablei'Do not aee patlenta (SkJp the rest of thl1 fonn) 
0 R~fer HN+ patients tor all mecUcal care 
0 PTtMde pnmary cen:t and refen'trtH'ISfer Hrv+ patient& fOf Hrv treatment onty 
0 ~ .. Hrv lreatment and refer/transfer for primary care 
0 Pr~ aU mecbl care and refeo1ransfer when antiretrovlral treatment fails 
0 Pro¥tde an medcal care throughout the OJUrse of the disease 
II . utlmato the NUMBER of HIV+ cllents/potlents you have 
persoNIIy trsatod/managed In practice In the past month. D D D D o Don'!Know 
For questions 12- 18, estimate the PERCENTAGE of your 
HIV+ clients/patients in the past YEAR who were: 
12. Racial or Ethnic Minorities 
None 
0 
1-2-4% 
0 
25-49% 
0 
13. On Antlretrovlral Thenopy 
None 1-24% 25-49% 
0 0 0 
50-H% 
0 
~75% 
0 
2:75% 
0 
Don't Know 
0 
Don't Know 
0 
0 0 0 1-4. Severely/Persistently Mentally Ill 
• llp CodeiSooldng 
o- ou.-, 
7. Ooee the agency recalw Yes 
Rylln Wh~ CARE Act funding? 0 
No 
0 
Don't Know 
0 
7L If JO<.I don~ know, - the lull name of your employer. 
8. An you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? 
0 Yes 0 No 
None 1-2-4 % 
0 0 
15. Substance Use~ 
None 1·24% 
0 0 
16. Uninsured 
None 1-24% 
0 0 
17. Women 
None 1-24% 
0 0 
18. Incarcerated/Parolees 
None 1-24% 
0 0 
25-49% 
0 
25-49% 
0 
25-49'% 
0 
25-49% 
0 
50-7-4% 
0 
50-74% 
0 
50-H% 
0 
50-74% 
0 
50-74% 
0 
~75% 
0 
>75% 
0 
it75% 
0 
>75% 
0 
>75% 
0 
Don't Know 
0 
Don't Know 
0 
Don1KMW 
0 
Don1 Know 
0 
uct or sponsor, and a perwon Is not requ reo ;, lnlomlaiiOn II.-" bO 10-pw form 
PIJBUCBURDEN STATEMEilT: M ,.gency may;:~ 1o 0!11~291 . Public reportlnll bunlen lor~~ lhedata - · ond~onc1-.o11e 
wid OMB ......-.Tho OMB control nLrnbe< ~-~ sean:hillll exfsting data """""'"· ga1hef1ng ~--the tmel<rrevlewlnll ·-~-
CXlllocticnollnfomlotion. 1 I I I I I I I I I y; '; ~ol(now I For~ Ute I May rn [ I I J [ I I I - . . . ~ R)wn-CAR · M 
. . 200-4 AETC Subslte Program Number 
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:\PPL 'DI J 
Sell \ppra1~al ' urn;y ( elf-Efficacy) 
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I 
II 
II n 
· clf-.\1 pr.1t . al Unt!_ ( elf-efficacy) 
1 11 'a~ 'I\ c:n m the: pr~te t and posttest.) 
u '\h. ·us. thl· dynamll.: of HI infect ion?" 
( l lOll\\ l·ll 
5 
Pretty we ll 
6 7 
Very well 
' II :u~.) 'll •· J..,n,.,, thl· tmplicHtons for clinical care related to HIV 
lOll"' 
1 
ot too "ell 
5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
3. HO\\ \ II an )OU "Hkntil) the different stages ofHIV disease?" 
'ot \ · II 
At all 
3 
ot too we ll 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
4. Ho' \vel! can ou "d scribe the implications for clinical care related to HIV 
pr entionT' 
otwell 
At all 
2 3 
ot too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
5. How well can you " define the responsibilities of the health care provider in mv case 
findings?" 
Not well 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
J. How wen can you "list essential components ofHIV pre and post test counseling?" 
~ot wen 
!\tall 
2 3 4 
Not too well 
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5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
H \\' "ell c· n .\ u "n.: grlt./•' til•' f d 
.... '"' mponcnts o con ucting an HIV risk 
3 4 5 6 7 01 \\ell otto wel l Pretty well Very well tall 
ll " well ctm u "id mir v hen HI testing should be recommended?" 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 ' t well o t too well Pretty well Very well 
t all 
9. How \\CII can you ··conduct a comprehensive initial visit with an HIV-infected 
eli nt'?" 
ot w II 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
I 0. How ' ell can you 'identify essential laboratory tests needed in an initial patient 
visit?" 
Not well 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
11. How well can you "discuss considerations for the initiation of antiretroviral therapy?" 
Not well 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
12. How well can you "describe the importance of adherence to antiretroviral therapy?" 
Not well 
At all 
2 3 4 
Not too well 
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5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
. II \\ \ell ·an u .. adcntif) imponant he lth maintenance issues?" 
·ot " II 
\t all 
1 t t o ' ell 
4 5 
Pretty well 
14. l lc.m "ell ar ) ur mputcr na igational skills? 
1 ot wdl 
At ·til 
t t o e ll 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 
6 
15 . Ho' well can you use a D-ROM to obtain continuing education? 
otwell 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 
7 
Very well 
7 
Very well 
7 
Very well 
16. Overall how confident are you to provide healthcare services to people living with 
HIV? 
otwell 
At all 
2 3 
Not too well 
4 5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
17. Overall, what is your competence level to provide healthcare services to people living 
with HIV? 
Not well 
At all 
2 3 4 
Not too well 
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5 
Pretty well 
6 7 
Very well 
PPE D IXK 
Pretest Section 3 
ase Study 
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. o!c: 'J his" .1 adapted fr m the p ttcst d eloped by MP AETC - to be parallel. This 
P ll nt num~: "a hanged t onna from Lacey and answers placed in a different order 
a rdin • to tc.: t \\ nting prin iplc . 
Plc.:.t. t. n.:ad the.: 14 11 \\ ing case and circle the one best response to each question that 
folio'' · 
1 onna. a 4 -yc..:ar- ld author, is a new patient for you. On her first visit she told you 
he had been u cc ful enough to allow her to set up a studio in a rural area not far 
from your clinic. he told you he lives alone at the studio and enjoys the solitude. 
he al o 111 ntions that she enjoys working in a quiet place, but, intended to travel "a 
I t" to d rc ar h and to go to book signings. Donna presents today with a painful 
le ion n her ul a that erupted two days ago. Examination reveals vesicles typical 
ofherpe simplex type II. You give Donna a prescription for acyclovir. 
1. Donna's chart reveals she did not have a thorough risk assessment on her flrst clinic 
visit. How would a risk assessment be best approached? 
a. Ask Donna why she isn't concerned about sexually transmitted diseases 
b. Based on Donna's age and current living situation, a risk assessment is not 
needed 
c. Start with and focus on questions related to sexual activities 
d. Tell Donna that she has to give you some personal information 
e. Tell Donna that you need to ask some questions to help determine areas of 
risk 
2. Donna denies any injection dmg use. You should: 
a. encourage her to continue to abstain from drug use 
b. give her literature on treatment for drug use 
c. reinforce the risks of injection drug use 
d. show her how to clean injection equipment 
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. \\ ht ·h I th f II \\ mg h uld prompt HI counseling and testing? 
T di gn is 
ry of a inglc act f unprotected sex ual intercourse 
ma 
d Prcgnan 
c. a d 
f. II of the abo c 
.t . You en urag Donna to be tested for HIV infection as well as other STDs. Before 
h con c..:nt t the tes t you should do all of the following, except: 
a. di cuss the limitations ofthe test 
b. pro ide risk reduction counseling based on her risk profile 
c. provide information about the personal consequences of having the HIV 
test 
d. te ll her you will call her with the results within the next two weeks 
5. Donna retums to the clinic in a week to learn her HIV test results, which were 
pos iti ve for HIV . Post-test procedures should include: 
a. Assessment for emotional distress 
b. Instructions to abstain from all sexual and needle sharing activities 
c. Offer to contact her family to give them the news 
d. Request for her to give you permission to disclose her HIV status to other 
health care providers 
6. Donna's blood work reveals a CD4+T cell count of222 cells/mm3 and a viral load of 
42,000 copies/ml. According to current treatment guidelines, what should you 
suggest? 
a. Consider offering combination antiretroviral therapy after consultation 
with an HIV specialist 
b. Defer treatment and monitor her status 
c. Discuss the need for Donna to move closer to specialty services 
d. Offer prophylaxis for PCP and discuss the usc of zidovudinc as an initi al 
treatment 
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. I nn·,·_ ar Hr th n •. t v ral m nths should include all of the following, except: 
a. A c appr priate h alth maintenance 
b. ar...:cr c un cling to change to a job with less traveling 
H l\' - pc i ri education and so ial support 
d. R ti ·rral t I ll care specialists as needed 
R utm lab ratory assessment of viral loads and CD4+T cell counts 
. \\'hi h" uld b th most importan t ini tial labs to assess on Donna? 
a. 
b. 
B . iral load, 0 4+ T cell count, LFTs 
, fasting glucose, LFTs, CD4+ T cell cow1t 
c. ' 4 T cell counts, viral load, triglycerides, TSH 
d. Hepatitis panel, viral load, Pap smear, serum cholesterol 
9. Which of the fo llowing immuni zations should Donna have? 
a. Hepati tis B vaccine 
b. Measles, Mwnps, and Rubella vaccine 
c. Pneumococcal vaccine 
d. Varicella vaccine 
e. b &c 
f. all of the above 
10. According to the CDC, Donna would receive a diagnosis of AIDS if: 
a. Donna already qualifies for a diagnosis of AIDS based on her lab work 
b. Her CD4+T cell count goes below 200 cells/mm3 
c. She develops peripheral neuropathy or lactic acidosis 
d. She develops persistent nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea 
11. The goals of antiretroviral therapy for Donna would include all of the following, 
except: 
a. Elimination ofHIV from Donna's body 
b. Enhanced quality and quantity of life 
c. Suppression of viral load to undetectable levels 
d. Maintenance of immune function and prevention of Ols 
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1-. If nna dl: tdc to tan taking ART, what factor' ould have the most negative 
inllut.·ncc n hl.!r a ilit) t adhere t the treatment regimen? 
a It\ c alcohol use 
b I rcqucnt contact \\ ith her care provider 
fhcrap ' that minimizes the number of daily doses day 
tl . de tion or a regimen lhat fits into her work and travel schedule 
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APPE DIX L 
R · minder and Extension E-mails 
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Reminder E-mai l # I 
Title: I· AI · HIV Re earch aluation 
Evaluati n R carch Participant: 
\ 
11.: " uld like t thank ou for the aluable time you have spent thus far with this 
pr Jl! t Y u ha e alrcad made it half-way and we are anxiously waiting for you at the 
··p ·t tc t fini h line." When you are ready to complete the post test, please send an email 
to l(£l cine-res arch.com, requesting the posttest. The web site link for the post test 
\\ill be cnt via emai l- repl y. 
You arc alm st done!! Please, don t stop now and miss out on those valuable continuing 
ducation credit ! 
Thank You, Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD(c) 
I Research aluation Project, Principal Investigator 
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Final Reminder E-mail 
Title: Don't forget -- CD-ROM for CAl & HIV Evaluation Research Program 
Evaluatton Research Participant: 
Don't forget t hat the final post test date for the "HIV I AIDS Prevention, Early 
Intervention and Health Promotion CD-ROM" is August 8th, 2005. You still have 
ttme to complete the project and earn those valuable CEUICME credits, even if 
you haven 't had the time to start reviewing the CD-ROM. 
Reminders: 
1) To show our appreciation, all participants that complete the post test by 
August 8, 2005 (extended completion date) will be entered in 2 raffle 
drawings. 
Drawing #1 Prize: Amazon.com gift certificate valued at $100.00 
Drawing #2 Prize: Target gift card valued at $100.00 
2) When you are ready to complete the post test, please click on the link below 
or copy & paste into your web browser window the following link; 
http: I /www.elite-research.coml dev /TakeSurvey.asp?SurveyiD=lOH5n3M34n5M1 
Second Option: Send an email requesting the post test to 
CAI@eliteresearch.com. The web site link for the post test will be sent via 
email- reply. 
You can do it! 
Thank You, Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD(c) 
CAl Research Evaluation Project, Principal Investigator 
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Extension E-mail 
Tttle: Extension -- CD-ROM for CAl & HIV Evaluation Research Program 
Evaluation Research Participant: 
We have decided to "extend" the final post test date for the "HIV 1 AIDS 
Prevention, Early Intervention and Health Promotion CD-ROM." You still have 
time to complete the project and earn those valuable CEU/CME credits even if 
' you haven't had the time to start reviewing the CD-ROM. 
Study Tip & Tlmeline: 
Theme: "5 Hours in 5 Weeks" 
Time Frame: 5 weeks remaining to August 8, 2005 deadline 
CD-ROM Review Time: Approximately 5 - 6 hours 
Plan: Average "just" 1 hour per week 
Reminders: 
1) To show our appreciation, all participants that complete the post test by 
August 8, 2005 (extended completion date) will be entered in 2 raffle 
drawings. 
Drawing #1 Prize: Amazon.com gift certificate valued at $100.00 
Drawing #2 Prize: Target gift card valued at $100.00 
2) When you are ready to complete the post test, please click on the link below 
or copy & paste into your web browser window the following link; 
http: 1 /www.elite-research.com/ dev /TakeSurvey .asp?SurveyiD=lOH5n3M34n5M1 
Second Option: Send an email requesting the post test to 
CAI@eliteresearch.com. The web site link for the post test will be sent via 
email- reply. 
You can do it! 
Thank You, Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD(c) 
CAl Research Evaluation Project, Principal Investigator 
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Reminder E-mail #2 
Title: ·Half-Way t hrough the final stretch" for CD-ROM: CAl & HIV Evaluation 
Research 
Evaluation Research Participant: 
We are down to 15 days before t he last day to complete the evaluation project 
and earn those valuable CEU/CME credits. 
Reminders: 
To show our appreciation, all participants that complete the post test by July 
1, 2005 (deadline) will be entered in 2 raffle drawings. 
Drawing #1 Prize: Amazon.com gift certificate valued at $100.00 
Drawing #2 Prize: Target gift card valued at $100.00 
When you are ready to complete the post test, please click on the link below or 
copy & paste into your web browser window the following link; 
http : I /www.elite-research.com/ dev /TakeSurvey .asp?SurveyiD=lOH5n3M34n5M1 
Second Option: Send an email requesting the post test to 
CAI@eliteresearch.com. The web site link for the post test will be sent via 
email- reply. 
You are almost done!! Please, don't stop now and miss out on those 6 
valuable continuing education credits or 5 CME's! 
You can do it! 
Thank You, Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD(c) . 
CAl Research Evaluation Project, Principal lnvest1gator 
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APPENDIXM 
Posttest Part 1 
Case Study 
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ull " 
r ·• d thl." f II m ing ~a.~ nnu ircl' th n be. t re pon e to ach question that 
c La ~~. a 4 - -year- ld author. i a ne patient for you. On her first visit she 
t lid ) ou h~ h d cen ·u c ful no ugh to allo her to et up a studio in a rural 
n:a n t far fr rn y ur lini . he t ld y u he lives alone at the studio and enjoys 
th~ . olitud . ' he aid h~.: lik d to ork in a quiet place but that she intended to 
traH~I .. a I t'' t d rc ·car h and to go to book signings. Lacey presents today with 
p inful lc ·i n n her ulva that rupted two days ago. Examination reveals 
\·c. i k · typi at f herpc imp! , type II. You give Lacey a prescription for 
a ') lovir. 
I . Lace ,. chart reveal she did not have a thorough risk assessment on her first clinic 
\ isit. I to would a ri k a sessment be best approached? 
a. ' tart ith and focus on questions related to sexual activities 
b. T II Lacey that she has to give you some personal information 
c. k Lac y why she isn't concerned about sexually transmitted diseases 
d. Tell Lacey that you need to ask some questions to help determine areas of risk 
e. Decide that, given Lacey's age and current living situation, a risk assessment is 
not needed 
1 Lacey denies any injection drug use. You should: 
a. reinforce the risks of injection drug use 
b. show her how to clean injection equipment 
c. give her literature on treatment for drug use 
d. encourage her to continue to abstain from drug use 
3. Which of the following should prompt HIV counseling and testing? 
a. Pregnancy 
b. Kaposi sarcoma 
c. Any STD diagnosis . 
d. A history of a single act of w1protected sexual mtercomse 
e. b & c 
f. All of the above 
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4. Y u en ura ' c.; L Cc) l be tc ' led fi r li I infection as \ ell as other STDs. Before 
he: n cnt t th t t. y u hould do all ofth following, except: 
a d1 us the limitations of the tc t 
b pr \'ld ri k r ·du ti n coun cling based on her risk profile 
tdl her u '"'ill call her with the results within the next two weeks 
d. pr 't c in fi nnation about the personal consequences of having the HIV test 
a c r 'tum to th clinic in a week to leam her HIV test results, which were positive 
for Ill V. P He t procedures should include: 
a. n as cs rncnt for emotional distress 
b. n ffer to contact her family to give them the news 
c. In tructions to abstain fi·orn all sexual and needle shruing activities 
d. A req uest for her to give you permission to disclose her HIV status to other health 
care pro iders 
6. Lacey s blood work reveals a CD4+T cell count of222 cells/mm3 and a viral load of 
42,000 copies/mi. According to current treatment guidelines, what should you 
suggest? 
a. Defer treatment and monitor her status 
b. Discuss the need for Lacey to move closer to specialty services 
c. Offer prophylaxis for PCP and discuss the use of zidovudine as an initial 
treatment 
d. Consider offering combination antiretroviral therapy after consultation with an 
HIV specialist 
7. Lacey' s care over the next several months should include all of the following, except: 
a. Age appropriate health maintenance 
b. Referral to HIV care specialists as needed 
c. HIV -specific education and social support 
d. Career counseling to change to a job with less traveling 
e. Routine laboratory assessment of viral loads and CD4+ T cell counts 
8. Which would be the most important initial labs to assess on Lacey? 
a. CBC, viral load, CD4+ T cell count, LFTs 
b. CBC, fasting glucose, LFTs, CD4+ T cell count 
c. CD4+ T cell cow1ts, viral load, tTiglycerides, TSH 
d. Hepatitis panel, viral load, Pap smear, serum cholesterol 
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~ \\hi ·h I the f II win • immunitati on hould Lacey ha e? 
a. \ ark ella \a· tne 
h. llcpatttt B \a me.: 
Pncum al \ace in 
i\ku k . 1 l ump , and Rube ll a accine 
c. b 
all of the ab ve 
I 0. A ortl ing t th 0 , Lacey would receive a diagnosis of AIDS if: 
a. H r T cell count goes below 200 cells/mm3 
h de e lops peripheral n uropathy or lactic acidosis 
he d v lops persistent nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea 
d. Lacey a lready qualifies for a diagnosis of AIDS based on her lab work 
I l . The goals of antiretroviral therapy for Lacey include all of the following, except: 
a. nhanced quality and quantity of life 
b. Elimination ofHN from Lacey's body 
c. Suppression ofviral load to Lmdetectable levels 
d. Maintenance of immune function and prevention of Ols 
12. If Lacey decides to start taking ART, what factor would have the most negative 
influence on her ability to adhere to the treatment regimen? 
a. Active alcohol use 
b. Frequent contact with her care provider 
c. Therapy that minimizes the number of daily doses day 
d. Selection of a regimen that fits into her work and travel schedule 
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Plea an v. cr th fi llov. in qu tion in r gard to the educationa l program CD-ROM 
( mput~r i t d In truction strat gy entitled, "HI I AID Prevention, Early 
lntc:n ent1on. nd Health Promotion"--- a continuing education program. 
l . llo" ati lied were y u \! ith th m cti encss ofthe graphics . 
. 'ot ati fi d at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
l lov. ati ft d' ere you with the readabili ty ofthe fo nt size? 
ot satis fi ed at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
3. Ho' sati sfi ed were you with the visual appearance of the content information for the 
educationa l program (C D-ROM)? 
Not sati s fied at aJI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
4. How satisfied were you with the sound quality of the educational program (CD-
ROM)? 
ot satisfied at all 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
5. How satisfied were you with the layout design of the educational program (CD-
ROM)? 
ot satisfied at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
6. How satisfied were you with the ability to navigate through the sections of the CD-
ROM without problems? 
Not satisfied at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
If not, tell us what problems you encountered. 
Discussion question 
7. Overall, how likely is it that you will take another HIV educational program CD-ROM 
that requires the assistance of a computer? 
Not likely at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highl y likely 
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crall. h \\ lik ly i It that y u \: ill recommend this H L educational program CD-
R 1 t ther he lthcare pr fe sionals? 
1 
1 t lik I t all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly likely 
verall, h w ati fied were you ith this HIV educational program CD-ROM? 
ot satisfied at a ll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
I . Has thi educational program changed your feelings about caring for people living 
" ith HI ? 
ot changed at all I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly changed 
If so, how has it changed? 
Discussion question 
11 . How satisfied are you with the cultural appropriateness, for your culture, of the 
information presented on the CD-ROM? 
ot appropriate at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly appropriate 
12. How satisfied are you that the content ofthe CD-ROM will help you to care for 
people living with HN in a more culturally sensitive manner? 
Not satisfied at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Highly satisfied 
13 . What other features would you like to see added to this educational program (CD-
ROM)? 
Discussion question 
14. Since completing the pre-test for this educational program (CD-ROM), have you 
attended any HIV related educational program that increased your HIV knowledge? 
Yes No 
15 . Has there been an event in your life since completion of the pre-test, other than the 
educational program, that would increase your HIV knowledge? 
Yes No 
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111\ cr it f ol rad -- E aluation Questions 
Pka \: an '" cr the foliO\\ ing que ti ns in regard to the educational program CD-ROM 
( mputcr is ted In truction strat gy) ntitled, 'HIV /AIDS Prevention, Early 
Intervention H alth Promotion"--- a continuing education program. 
I. H " ati fied cr you ith the effectiveness of the graphics? 
2 3 4 5 
I. How atisficd were you with the readability of the font size? 
ot atisfied 
t all 
2 3 4 5 
6 
6 
7 
Very Satisfied 
7 
Very Satisfied 
2. How satisfied were you with the visual appearance of the content information for the 
educational program (CD-ROM)? 
ot Satisfied 
At all 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Satisfied 
3. How satisfied were you with the sound quality of the educational program (CD-
ROM)? 
1 
Not Satisfied 
At all 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Satisfied 
4. How satisfied were you with the layout design of the educational program (CD-
ROM)?" 
1 
Not Satisfied 
At all 
2 3 4 5 
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6 7 
Very Satisfied 
II " atJ ficd \\ere u \ ith the abili ty to na igate through the sections of the CD-
R . 1 "ith ut pr blcms?" 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Satisfied 
6. l f not ati tied' ith the educational D-R OM, please tell us what problems you 
encountered. 
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University of Colorado at Denver & Health Sciences Center School of Nursing 
Professional Development and Extended Studies 
CONTACT HOUR CERTIFICATE 
This is to certify that 
«Name» 
completed 
HIVIAIDS Prevention, Early Intervention and Health Maintenance: A Self- Study Modul.efor the Primary Care Provider 
in 
Permanent CE 
Record 
«LOCATION» 
on 
«DATE» and earned «CONTACT_HRS» Contact Hours 
Director, Professional Development 
and Extended Srudies 
~ o1 Colcnc».: o.nv.r 4 HNitll Sc:iei"'CCN c.nt.r-5chool o1 NutBfng Is an appi'OVOd pl'O'tlidet of continuing educallon by tho Colorado Mntu Aaodlt!Jon. an I#CTCnl(jftfK1 ~by rntt ~ ~ CnPdllnl.fNlrl 
Center'• CommBs.b'l on AocredltlffJon fOr the approval period ot July 1, 2003 through June SO, 2006. CEU Provldor IUHS.fJ303 
tw..n~ ol Colcndo c o.nwv & Health Sdenccf Center, Office of ProfNsional DeVfllopment & Extended Studies, 4200 East Nln/11 Avonue, CBI1'f'U' BoK C288·8, Oonver, CcJotado 80262 (.JOJJ 3 15-86'91 
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Participant Name MD 
lli•s pttr llc lpd led 1n tile educa liLl lli:il <Jdivity titi•Jd 
rli V/A ilJS Provon lio:: 
Ec.rlv ln tervenUo11 & h e::11lh Promotio1 
/' Sei '-Study Module fo r the Primary Care P rov i d•~' 
F:d8asa dale: Oclul.""' ?003 
E ·~ pir<,liun dale: Oclob8i 2005 
C"lild is awarded 
5 satesJory 1 cred its toward the AMA 
Pilys ic ia1 1's Reco[!ni :ion Award 
: he Un.verBily rJf Colorado School of Medicine is accrGditacl by tile 
Accred itatio-· Council fo r Continuing Medical Educa tion lo pmvicle 
cr. n ~ i n u i nu medical education for physicians. 
r he U n iver~ i iy of C:c·lorado School of M(;llid ne oesignoles Ill 's 
ecluc:H lion£11 aclivily for a mvximum of 5 calept) l y 1 crec.Ji ls l ow~~ rcl lil t:: 
t\ f1AJ). Phy~; i r.i ;,l n 's Reco;:Jnition Award. 
c8cl1 pl1ysician slw u•d c.; laim only l11ose cmdils lh<il ho::/sl1e 8CtL! 811y 
s;;ont in tile activity 
~! · •. 1,_1 r _ ,:·-.::: t.t: 1 t \~ 1 ~ • . I· .' 
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CongratulationsU~ 
You have completed the post-test for the educational CD-ROM 
program, "HIV I AIDS Prevention, Early Intervention, and Health 
Promotion" --- a continuing education program. In approximately 
3 to 4 weeks, your continuing education certificate will be mailed 
to the address you provided at the end of the pretest. You will be 
sent an email with your post-test score. If the post-test score is 
below the required 7 5% to qualify for continuing education 
credits/continuing medical education, it may be repeated one time. 
Again, we thank you for your participation in this evaluation 
research study. Because of the time and effort you volunteered, 
future educational programs will be improved based on the 
comments and suggestions you provided. 
Paula Reid RNC, WHCNP, PhD( c) Principal Investigator 
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P· Emai l 
n ratulatton ·!! I am plc•tScd to inti rm ou that yo u have successfully completed the 
"HI\ \II Pn..:\ ~.:ntl n. arl_ Intervention, and health Promotion" educational CD-ROM 
<.: u au n.1l pr gram. Y u have "pas d" the final program post-test with a score of"??." 
Your~.: iu ati nal pr gram packet of information has been mailed to the Mountain Plains 
H • I du at1 n and Tr ining nt r in Den er, Colorado for processing. The CE 
Cl·rtlli ate'' ill h~; mail d to you ithin 3 to 4 weeks from the University of Colorado at 
en\ cr. llcalth cicnce cnt~.:r continuing education department. 
Agatn, "e thank y u for your participation in this CAI evaluation research study. 
Be au c ftht: tim and cffi rt you oluntcered, future educational programs will be 
tmpr 'cd ba cd on the comments and suggestions you provided. 
Paula RciJ R , WH P, PhD(c) Principal Investigator 
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'ced t Re- akc - ail 
Par11cipant . ame: 
!hank y u [I r parti ip ling in th e aluation research project for the educational 
pr gram, "HI Pr 'ntion, Earl Intervention & Health Promotion" CD-ROM --- a 
C mput r i l d lnstru tion (CAl) strategy. We are son·y to infonn you that you didn't 
c re the required 75% on the post-test. Your score was"??." But it's not the end and you 
till have another chance. 
We strong) y desire all participants to obtain the certificate of successful completion in 
the fonn of E /CME. Therefore, a separate web site has been set up for all participants 
that score below 75% to retake the case study section (only) of the post-test. It will be the 
same case study and questions . We suggest that after reviewing the CD-ROM, with close 
attention to the case study post-test infom1ation covered, you give it another try. 
Go for it!! 
http: //www .eli te-research.corn/dev/TakeSurvey.asp ?Survey ID=31 K8n30I9p53G 
Elite Research 
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